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ACQUAINTANCE RAPE

by TIM AYERS
ASSOCIATE EDITOR

by CAITLIN HURLEY
NEWS EDITOR

Students at Bates often hear that the
College’s endowment is low, but they rarely
hear why it is low or what is being done to fix
the problem.
The endowment is important to a college
because the money raised through tuition does
not cover the amount of money that is spent on
each student. The difference between what is
spent and the tuition money received is made
up through spending the endowment and the
school’s annual fund. In order for Bates to
bridge the gap between spending and tuition
money, it must spend much of the interest
earned on the endowment each year. Due to its
small endowment and low annual fund dona¬
tions, Bates is much more tuition-based than
other NESCAC schools.
In 2001, the College’s endowment was $173
million, which is reasonable compared with
colleges across the country, but much lower
than that of other NESCAC schools. Elowever,
twenty years ago, Bates had a comparable
endowment to many of the NESCAC schools,
but that began to change with a fundraising
push by schools such as Colby in the 1970s.
According to Kimberly Hokanson, the Director
of Alumni and Parent Programs, Bates did not
begin to actively fundraise until the arrival of
President Harwood in 1989, meaning Bates
was ten years behind most other schools and
had missed the boom years of the 1980s.
How far Bates is behind all of the other
NESCAC schools, except for Connecticut
College, in endowment is startling. In terms of
endowment dollars per student, Bates had a
2001 value of $102,206, while Colby had a
value of $194,809 per student and Bowdoin
had a value of $270,439 per student.
Aside from the late start in fundraising, there
are several other reasons why the College’s
endowment is much lower than that of other

On Wednesday, Nov. 5, students gathered in
the Benjamin Mays Center to attend, listen to
and participate in a play about acquaintance
rape. Performed by four actors from Equalogy,
a company based in Bloomsburg, Pennsylvania
that works to promote awareness and knowl¬
edge. Before beginning their performance, the
actors passed out pamphlets of information that
contained definitions and explanations of
terms commonly associated with rape. The
actors introduced their production, by explain¬
ing it as interactive theater - theater when the
audience can interact with the cast and vice
versa.
The four actors - two men and two women,
named Jess, Maggie, Calvin, and Will - estab¬
lished the setting by explaining that they were
seniors in college on their last night of classes.
Joking around, drinking beers and reminiscing
about their four years college, the four students
spent their night talking about old times. One
topic that was of particular interest and gained
much discussion to the students was past hook¬
ups. It was through this discussion that the
actors brought up a number of serious con¬
cepts, such as sexism, emotional coercion and
the Red Zone. As each concept was discussed
in the play, a poster board on the side of the
stage highlighted the term and the pamphlets
allowed audience members to read the exact
definition.
Although they had been friends for years,
the characters were all very different. Will, a
womanizer who considered freshmen a “natu¬
ral resource”, was constantly making jokes
about previous relationships and hook-ups as
well as joking about his masculinity. On more
than one occasion, Will said, “The only way to
abuse sex is to not have any.” In contrast,
Maggie continuously chided Will throughout
the play for his sexist comments. Her
boyfriend, Calvin, avoided the blatant sexism
that Will joked of, but also went along with his
sexist and disrespectful treatment of their two
female friends. Jess, Maggie’s best friend, is
the character that the audience knows the least
about, but they did know that she had a previ¬
ous one-night-stand with Will.
As the night progresses and the students
drink and party, the performance is interrupted
and the audience is given a chance to ask the
characters questions about the situation, about
themselves, about their personal lives and feel¬
ings. The audience is asked to treat the charac¬
ters like they are in a glass box and can not hear
each other’s questions or responses. Characters
were asked how they felt about the situation,
how they were feeling about each other, and
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NESCAC schools. From its founding, Bates
has always had women students, which is not
true of many of the other NESCAC schools.
With women graduating every year, Bates has
always had a percentage of its alumni as house¬
wives, while schools like Bowdoin, until
recently, have had alumni classes of all males
entering the work force. Currently the decades
of the 1950s, 1960s, and 1970s are considered
the most lucrative for alumni donations, and
Bates has a smaller percentage of income earn¬
ing alums due to being coed. In addition, the
current average income of Bates alumni is
$41,300, compared with $77,000 for Trinity’s
alums and $105,000 for Harvard’s. However,
Hokanson, points out that Bates alums who
graduated within the last ten years are on par or
doing better than the national average in salary.
Also, Bates is much larger now than it was
several decades ago, as evidenced by the fact
that one-third of Bates alumni have graduated

since 1988. According to Hokanson, it is
tougher to get young alums to make large dona¬
tions, which partially contributes to Bates hav¬
ing never received until last month a gift of
$100,000 to the annual fund. Hokanson points
out that comparatively, Bowdoin receives sev¬
eral of these size gifts a year.
The annual fund is as important to the col¬
lege as the endowment, as it is the other source
of money that makes up the difference between
tuition earnings and spending. Hokanson com¬
pares the annual fund to the school’s checking
account, and since Bates spends five percent of
its endowment annually, a $1000 gift to the
annual fund is in the short run equivalent to a
$20,000 gift to the endowment.
Bates is last in the NESCAC in terms of
money donated to the fund each year, having
received only three million dollars last year.
See ENDOWMENT, p.8

Harvard Professor Lectures on Classroom Diversity
by CHRISTINA DOVE
CO-EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
On Thursday, Nov. 6 a large group of Bates
students gathered in Muskie Archives to hear a
lecture on “Achieving Diversity and
Intercultural/Racial Understanding in an
Academic Setting” given by Dr S. Allen
Counter.
Dr Counter is a professor of
Neurobiology at Harvard, but also serves as the
Director of the Harvard Foundation for
Intercultural and Race Relations.
The Harvard Foundation was formed in 1981
and in part, was an attempt to understand what
made “Harvard students feel IN Harvard but
not OF Harvard”. Counter described how at
Harvard there were various areas where
minorities were being left out. He used the
example of Harvard’s Hasty Pudding, which
honors different men and women in the arts
each year for their contributions to society, but
Counter noted that there was “no recognition of
minorities.” As a result, the Foundation began
to honor their own set of actors each year who
had contributed to minority societies. Such
honorees included Andy Garcia, Jackie Chan,
Denzel Washington and Halle Berry to name a
few.
The Harvard Foundation’s efforts toward
achieving diversity and racial understanding
are studied by many different universities
throughout the country. Counter noted how
many colleges and universities often have a
building dedicated to different ethnic groups,
whether an African American center, an Asian
center or a multicultural center. Counter
described how “every building at Harvard is a
multicultural center.” By doing this, Harvard
hopes to make every student feel at home all
over campus and to feel that they are a part OF

Harvard.”
Counter then briefly touched on recent
events that had taken place on the Bates cam¬
pus, regarding a student who had made racial
comments towards another student and the sub¬
sequent formation of the group Movement 384,
in an attempt to bring awareness to racism at
Bates. While Counter applauded the actions of
Movement 384, and was disappointed by the
remarks made toward the victim, he urged stu¬
dents to remember that “most students do not
feel that way...most students are not racist.”
And while he found the remarks to be unfortu¬
nate, Counter reminded students that the com¬
ments “didn’t represent all white students” and
that in these situation “the worst thing you can
do is internalize and assume” as it “creates bad
relations.” To illustrate this, Counter told the
audience about his own experience as a victim
of racial comments. While living as a faculty
member in student housing, Counter left his
house one morning for work and discovered
that his door had been painted with racial slurs.
Obviously disturbed and shaken, Counter told
his wife about the incident, and continued on to
work. Later that morning, Counter received a
call from his wife, who was afraid that the per¬
petrator was trying to break into their house and
harm them further, as she had heard strange
sounds coming from the front door. Counter
described how he had raced back to his house
while imagining the worst scenario’s possible.
When he arrived home he was shocked to see
not the perpetrator breaking in, but instead, the
other students in his house repainting the door.
The students thought that Counter and his wife
were still in the house, and wanted to paint over
the door so that they would not have to see the
offensive comments. After initially discover¬
ing the door, Counter had thought many differ-

See PERFORMANCE, p.8

This Week Inside The Bates Student
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Dr. S. Allen Counter addresses stu¬
dents last Thursday.
ent things about the white population of stu¬
dents, and wondering how they could have
done such a thing, but afterwards he realized
that “you can’t generalize like that.” Despite
the fact that 99 percent of the students in his
house were white, he also realized that 99 per¬
cent of these students would not have written
the comments that appeared on his door, and
this was evident through their concern in
repainting the door for Dr. Counter.
The most interesting part of Counter’s lec¬
ture was a touching story that was obviously
close to Counter’s heart. Counter humorously
told the audience about his grandmother who
believed that a black man discovered everySee COUNTER, p.7
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Forum
Veterans Day Forgotten
Today is Veterans Day. Surprised? You are not alone. You
are in familiar company with your fellow students, professors
and the schools administration. How many of your classes
took time today to remember those who have served our
country? Did you get any notice from the College about
remembering the fallen on this reflective day? Do you know
any students who have said a prayer for those who have given
their lives for our great nation, or even stopped to consider the
ultimate sacrifice so many have made to protect what we take
for granted?
The College is experiencing another act of deja vu by ignor¬
ing yet another national holiday of historic significance. It
took only two years for our college community to forget
about September ll^1, and we are already ignoring the brave
soldiers fighting across the globe today. These young men
and women should be commended for giving all they have
each and every day, sometimes their lives, and yet we fail to
take even a moment on Veterans Day, of all days, to recognize
them.

Help Bates by Giving
As reported in our front page story, Bates has a problem
with alumni donations. The issue is not so much the amount
of money donated, but rather the percentage of alumni who
donate. It does not make sense that 78 percent of Bates alums
remember the College fondly, but only 45-50 percent give
money. How can alumni justify not supporting a place where
they spent four (or five or six) enjoyable years?
Most current students have complaints about Bates; whether
there are too many liberal professors, not enough minorities,
or the custodians not taking the trash out of dorm rooms any
more. Whether someone has a problem with the big SUVs on
campus or the environmental protests, these are very small
issues in the whole scheme of one’s time at Bates. In the end,
these issues help to shape the unique Bates experience and are
not reasons to not support Bates after graduation
While at Bates, all students know about and partake in the
rivalries with other colleges. Everyone takes pride in the
football team winning the CBB trophy or beating Williams
for the first time ever. Yet Bates is consistently losing in a
major competition with every other NESCAC school and few
alumni seem to care. This competition is in amount of alum¬
ni giving, which not only manifests itself in national rankings,
but also affects the quality of the Bates education. The other
NESCAC schools all receive more money and have more
alumni who donate.
In the end, every donation counts, no matter how big or how
small. While one large check will help the problem, it will
not solve it. The solution will come from an effort from every
member of the Bates alumni.
Even a five dollar donation and the price of a stamp to mail
it to Lewiston will show that you still care about Bates and
will help the College move one step closer to the top of the
NESCAC.
By complaining about Bates and saying you will not donate
because they do not offer enough to the students only perpet¬
uates the cycle of never having enough endowment money to
provide the services and programs everyone desires.
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Editors’ Column

CHALLENGE ANSWERED
As you can see on the follow¬
ing pages, we were inundated
with responses to our coverage
of MOVEMENT 384 in last
week’s issue. We challenged
the student body and the
College as a whole to open
debate on this crucial issue,
and you responded. The arti¬
cles address a broad stroke of
issues, and should serve as a
focal point for the continuing
debate on race and racism at
Bates.
The commitment given to
this topic demonstrates that the
College community does con¬
cern itself with important
issues whose impacts can be
felt outside Bates. The College
does have a pulse. We do care
about things other than finding
the next party, and what’s for
dinner at Commons.
Debate and discussion are the
lifeline of the College. It
shows that we can see beyond
our commonly held bound¬
aries. Bates challenges its stu¬
dents to question and to reason

and to disagree. The debate in
this issue illustrates Bates’ pri¬
mary purpose, and demon¬
strates that Bates is alive and
well.
The letters received represent
many different opinions and
ideas on both the subjects cov¬
ered, and the manner in which
they were covered. Given the
range of articles we received
this week, please remember
that they solely represent the
opinions of the signed author.
Everyone is allowed their due
space (or 400 words) to
express their views, and subse¬
quently create a strong dia¬
logue between many differing
opinions.
We hope that this sort of
intellectual passion that has
been stirred by recent events
translates into other issues and
more conversation. And we
are confident that it will.
Thanks for reading,
Chrissy and Matt
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LETTERS
Column Typical of Bates’
Racial Situation
To the Editor:
On Sept. 13, a Bates student, under the influ¬
ence of psychedelic drugs, verbally attacked
another student. On November 4, the student
body was notified through our student newspa¬
per. The administration’s reluctance to alert
the campus and identify the assailant strikes
me as reflective of the overall attitude at Bates
towards protecting the perpetrator as opposed
to the victim. While I would like to think that
in this instance there is justification for keeping
Fiki’s attacker anonymous (especially if he is
suffering serious mental health problems), it
seems to reflect a general trend toward keeping
the community uninformed and concurrently
failing to hold students responsible for their
actions.
As Bates students we lead sheltered lives.
The school allows underage drinking, physical
assault, and plagiarism with relatively minimal
consequences: academic probation with guar¬
anteed anonymity. It has perpetuated a culture
of entitlement in lieu of responsibility. The
administration’s lack of concrete discipline and
open communication in this instance is unset¬
tling. As opposed to publicly condemning the
attacker’s actions, punishing him, and alerting
us to the presence of a criminal racist in our
midst, they chose silence.
But the responsibility for dealing with this
issue is not merely the administration’s; the
student body is equally culpable.
The
Student’s, unsigned editorial of November 4
illustrates the attitudes that Movement 384 is
struggling against. The editorial did attempt to
confront the issue of racism at Bates but seems
to blame the victims. Movement 384, an
organization designed to fight racism and con¬
front the issue of race at Bates, is labeled
“impetuous” and “inflammatory”, and the
group is “simply capitalizing on one isolated
act.” The editor argues that there is “no other
evidence” that Bates has fostered a “white
supremacist culture.”
However, if students feel threatened and
unwelcome because of their skin color, there is
a race problem. Movement 384’s strong lan¬
guage and demands are warranted because the
justification for the organization’s existence is
that the incident was not “isolated.” It is a seri¬
ous insult to Fiki (who has actively chosen to
go public) to imply that she is “capitalizing” on
an incident where she was called a “nigger,”
and equally insulting to question the validity of
her (and so many others’) feelings about race.
Perhaps I’m picking a nit, but I find abhor¬
rent the editorial’s claim that “minority stu¬
dents all eat together in Commons.” There are
two fallacies inherent in this statement. The
first is that “all” minorities eat together (cate¬
gorically untrue), and the second is the implic¬
it argument that minority students segregate
themselves. If indeed some students of color
do choose to sit separate from most white stu¬
dents, the problem lies not with their actions
(as the overall theme of the editorial seems to
claim) but with the attitude of many students
that there is no race problem and that those
seeking to address it are unjustifiably mongering discontent. I contend that there is a race
problem, and in some respects there will
always be a race problem. However, we must
struggle to work through our prejudices as a
community that is unabashedly anti-racist.
Many students have chosen to turn a blind eye
to their duty to address the serious problems of
stereotyping on this supposedly open campus.
As members of a community, we are beholden
to fight racism in our midst as well as beyond
it.
-Brad Proctor ‘04

Student’s Editorial
Mirrors ‘60sRhetoric

Free Speech and jsmat
Bates College

To the Editor:

To the Editor:

Last week’s Forum editorial reminded me of
statements I used to hear as a boy when 1
would overhear adults around me talk about
the Civil Rights movement. Being raised in
liberal Massachusetts, the talk was never
directly against the movement. However, it
was usually framed with the idea that while
segregationist practices were wrong, “those
people” just needed to be a bit more patient and
play by the rules. After all, lots of white peo¬
ple are good and are trying to help with change.
That was 40 years ago, but the response of
The Student echoed those voices. It called for
The Movement to recognize all the good things
being done about anti-racism at Bates. It raised
the question as to why “the minority students
all eat together in Commons.” It called for The
Movement to tone down its rhetoric so as not
to offend others.
Those types of statements by well-meaning

I am writing to The Bates Student this week
to applaud the comments of the Psychedelic
Racist. While I will admit that his approach
was by no means the most constructive, I have
to commend the fact that he at least got a true
and honest opinion out there, something that
most Batesies are afraid to do, especially when
their opinions or true feelings are at all contro¬
versial. He daringly exercised his freedom of
speech. And I am sure all of the good liberals
out there have to agree with me on the impor¬
tance of freedom of speech.
The fact that these remarks came out of an
inebriated mouth is hardly surprising. If any¬
thing, drugs and alcohol are the required cata¬
lysts for any risky action to take place on the
Bates campus. The sexual repression at Bates
along with the social scene on Friday and
Saturday nights are prime examples of this.
People have to be “black out” drunk before

See ‘60’S RHETORIC, p.4

See LETTER, p.4

President Bush’s Partial-Birth
Abortion Ban SAVES Women
by AMY WEBB
ASSOCIATE EDITOR
On Oct. 28, The Student printed an article,
“Partial-Birth Abortion Ban Threatens Women,” in
which staff columnist Jennifer Lee urged readers to
consider the potentially retroactive effects of S. 3,
the bill’s formal name in Senate, on the legality of
abortion and more broadly, the future of women’s
rights. A majority of the article is both inaccurate
and misleading. It relies upon indiscreet name¬
calling and incoherent deductions in a weak
attempt to convince readers that thirty years of con¬
stitutional precedent will be thrown out the win¬
dow if a ban on partial-birth abortion is federally
enacted and subsequently upheld. I present the fol¬
lowing evidence to refute its erroneous logic and
provide readers with a well-substantiated explana¬
tion of the truth behind and impact of S. 3.
On Nov. 5, President Bush signed into law “The
Partial-Birth Abortion Act of 2003,” formally
known as S. 3. This federal act prohibits any physi¬
cian who “knowingly performs a partial-birth abor¬
tion and thereby kills a human fetus,” except when
it is necessary “to save the life of a mother whose
life is endangered by a physical disorder, physical

illness, or physical injury, including a life-endan¬
gering physical condition caused by or arising from
the pregnancy itself.”
Ms. Lee’s article admits that 70 percent of the
American public support the act, but contends that
the “rather unpleasant” description is probably the
only reason why. What other reason should the
public have to give to be justified in supporting the
act? The majority of Americans, across all social,
racial, and political lines, have recognized and
rejected partial-birth abortion as an acceptable
means of terminating a pregnancy. This is sub¬
stantiated by the fact that 27 States banned the pro¬
cedure as well.
The article purports that the procedure is “hard¬
ly ever used”; when it is, the women choose it
because of health conditions like diabetes and heart
disease, and even these circumstances are rare.
The American Medical News reported that an esti¬
mated 3,000-5,000 partial-birth abortions are per¬
formed annually, of which “80 percent are done for
purely elective reasons. The other 20 percent are
done for genetic reasons, which include non-life
threatening conditions like having a cleft palate.”
At the heart of Ms. Lee’s argument is the asserSee WEBB, p.4
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Unlike the RA, this actually
means something.

The Beirut Skunk
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Happiness = Getting a visit
from Lewiston’s finest after
sending your friends on a naked
run at 1:00 RM. on Sunday.

Cancellation of Fox’s
“Skin”

Ay

To quote Sports Guy Bill Simmons, the
show broke the record for “Most pro¬
mos shown during a prolonged sport¬
ing event versus number of actual
episodes that made the air (3).”

CORRECTIONS
In our Nov. 4 issue, Stephanie Borges,
Andrew Simon, and Caitlin Hurley were not
properly cited as contributing reporters in The
Student’s lead article: “Exploring Race
Relations.” Also, it was not made clear in the
article that the alleged assailant suffered from an
undisclosed medical condition prior to his use of
psychedelic drugs, which worsened his condi¬
tion. We regret the errors. - Co-EDS

First it was the Deansmen, then it
was the Merrimanders, and now the
College Republicans. Could the
College Democrats be far behind?

Editorial Twisted Words
to Instigate Response
by JO ANNE DP VILLAROSA
STAFF WRITER
In the staff editorial of the Nov 4 issue, I find
the question, “Is the administration really racist
because they didn’t automatically give away
$3,000?” problematic. Who said that the
administration was racist because they didn’t
give away $3,000 in the first place? I think it
wasn’t clearly stated who accused whom of
racism over $3000. I wonder if the staff edito¬
rial is merely creating controversy.
Aside from this, the paragraph implying that
Movement 384’s statement that the College has
taken “no substantial action” is due to their not
immediately met demand of $3,000 dollars is
perhaps a tad too insensitive to the
Movement’s cause and presumptuous in illogically concluding such a direct causal link.
Perhaps the pervading notion that racism dees
not exist at Bates has led to this weak reason¬
ing. I know we all want to live happily in our
little Bates Bubble but well, perhaps reality
isn’t as far as it seems to be. To dismiss
Movement 384’s “no substantial action” com¬
plaint as a money issue is way too superficial
and irrational. I wonder if the Movement’s
rhetoric has been chopped up and put together
conveniently for a strong and striking staff edi¬
torial.
I do acknowledge the fact that the staff edi¬
torial expressed The Student’s wholehearted
support for the goals of Movement 384 and I
do agree that Movement 384 needs to present
more evidence to the Bates community that the
incident on Sept. 13 is not an isolated case.
The staff editorial does open and end with such
heartwarming supporting remarks. The whole
‘money talk’ that happens in the middle of the
editorial seems a bit thoughtless to me.
We all know sensationalism sells; but rash
judgment just doesn’t work.

Students Should
Emulate Commons’
Recycling Practices
by TABITHA ABRAZNSKI
OPINION WRITER
Every time anyone leaves Commons they
walk past a large brightly colored piece of poster
board showcasing the amount of waste that
Commons has diverted from landfills to other
more environmentally friendly places. Food gets
composted and given to local farms, and napkins
and paper cups are made from 100% post-con¬
sumer recycled paper. Commons should be very
proud of the 79% they divert. If only the rest of
Bates was so aware of the amount of trash they
produce.
Bates recycling in the past few years has actu¬
ally gone down in the wake of the College tout¬
ing itself as environmentally aware and greenfriendly. Although Commons workers function
as a well-oiled machine, the situation of the rest
of campus is much more bleak. Oftentimes
Bates’ student recyclers must pick through recy¬
cle bins that in the wake of Friday and Saturday
night parties, in addition to some cans, can also
have gross beer spilled everywhere, the remnants
of the munchies manifesting themselves in 3day-old stale pizza crusts, and at some times con¬
gealed vomit that vaguely stinks of vodka. The
recycling team can only salvage about 21% of
total trash tracked (the majority of trash at Bates
isn’t even tracked) to actually be recycled,
whereas upwards of 90% of the materials that
we, as college students, throw away could be
recycled if we just took that little bit more effort
to throw it in the right bin. The houses and
dorms on campus provide a lot of trash, more
trash than they should.
We all go to school here. We all at least pre¬
tend to be environmentally aware. So, dig your
green recycle bin out of the basement, stop
throwing cardboard in the blue bin, and take that
extra two seconds to make sure you’re throwing
things where they should go. We all, not just
Commons, need to be working toward a more
sustainable Bates.
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Is This Really What “Liberation” and “Freedom” Look Like?

Digitz...

tion. In over 20 years of rule, the Bath party
never provoked the kind of guerilla resistance
now targeted at the U.S. occupation, and not
because it had any more fearsome a counterin¬
surgency capacity than U.S. marines.
Equally inconvenient for hawks are the rev¬
elations of Bush’s gross exaggeration of the
Iraqi threat used to stir up support for the war.
The administration’s fear-mongering propa¬
ganda campaign, marked by the incessant repe¬
tition of the phrase “weapons of mass destruc¬
tion,” was so effective in the months leading up
to the war that anyone who expressed doubts
about the presence of nuclear, chemical and
biological weapons in Iraq was dismissed as
hopelessly naive. Today, after eight months of
U.S. teams scouring the country in search of
weapons
and
finding
nothing,
even
Congressional Republicans are forced to admit
that they were deceived. The idea that Iraq ever
posed a direct threat to U.S. security is, and has
always been, laughable.
The people of El Salvador know what war is.
They suffered over 70,000 casualties in their
civil war, the majority of them inflicted by an
army trained and armed by Reagan and H.W.
Bush administrations. This is why the majority
of Salvadorans oppose the presence of several
hundred of their troops in Iraq. In a country

28

by NATHAN HARRINGTON
OPINION COLUMNIST
Ever since U.S. and British troops entered
Iraq on March 19, supporters and opponents of
the war have been aggressively trading declara¬
tions of “I told you so!” If the carefully chore¬
ographed felling of the Saddam Hussein statue
back in March was a high point for the human¬
itarian imperialist crowd, the rapidly escalating
armed resistance to the occupation must be
pushing them daily to new depths of frustration
and confusion.
For the millions who sincerely believed the
official rhetoric that the U.S. was there to liber¬
ate the Iraqi people and bring democracy and
stability to the Arab world, the fact that mil¬
lions of Iraqis see American domination as a
fate equal to, if not worse than Bathist rule,
must be a terrible shock.
Of course, anyone with any direct experience
in Iraq could have told them that neither Sunnis
nor Shites would submit to a lengthy Western
occupation lying down. As unpopular as the
Bathist regime may have become, the strident
nationalism that it represented runs strong in
the national culture, with historical roots in
centuries of struggle against foreign domina-

where thousands of children die of easily pre¬
ventable illnesses associated with malnutrition,
President Francisco Flores has had a rather dif¬
ficult time explaining why scarce public funds
are going to help occupy a country on the other
side of the world with scant relation to El
Salvador’s interests.
Poland, which agreed to lead a 9,000 mem¬
ber multi-national force in central-southern
Iraq, in hope of currying U.S. favor, lost its first
soldier last Thursday. Prime Minister Leszek
Miller has invoked Poland’s history of libera¬
tion struggles to justify the deployment, but
Poles can see that if their country’s nonviolent
overthrow of Soviet Stalinism in 1989 is a
model for transition to democracy, the current
U.S. invasion and occupation of Iraq is an anti¬
model. In a nation marked by exceptionally
pro-U.S. sentiment, only 37 percent of whom
support Polish involvement in Iraq.
Yet more important by far than any of that is
the staggering loss of human life. According to
research by the independent Project on Defense
Alternatives, U.S. forces killed around 13,000
Iraqis, 4,300 of them civilians, during their first
six weeks in Iraq. That number continues to
climb as soldiers fire on demonstrators and rav¬
age communities in pursuit of guerilla fighters.
“Liberation” has never looked so bad.

THE TRUTH OF PARTIAL-BIRTH ABORTION
WEBB
Continued from p. 3
don that partial-birth abortions are necessary to
“protect the health of the mother under dire cir¬
cumstances.” There is no medical basis for such an
assertion. In Section 2 of the act, Congress finds
and declares, “The physician credited with devel¬
oping the partial-birth abortion procedure has testi¬
fied that he has never encountered a situation
where a partial-birth abortion was medically neces¬
sary to achieve the desired outcome, and thus, is
never medically necessary to preserve the health of
a woman.” Partial-birth abortion requires the force-ful cervical dilatation of the pregnant woman for
three days, turning the baby to breech position (feet
first), and delivering all but the head of the fetus
before puncturing the skull and suctioning the con¬
tents of the brain.
Doctor C. Everett Koop, the pediatrician and
former Surgeon General pointed out, “the practice
is not only cruel to the child, but harmful to the
mother.” The physical stress of a three-day dilata¬
tion directly contradicts the use of the procedure to
save women in “dire” physical condition. If it is
truly an emergency situation, why would you want
to subject an already at-risk pregnant woman to
three days of increased health risk? Surely her
body does not need the added hazards that the pro¬
cedure inherently includes. Regardless of the sta¬
tus of the woman’s health going into the procedure,
forceful dilatation methods are associated with sev¬
eral negative health consequences including infec¬
tion, maternal death from uterine hemorrhage,

infertility, and ectopic pregnancy.
In addition, Congress affirmed, “The vast major¬
ity of babies killed during partial-birth abortions are
alive until the end of the procedure. It is a medical
fact., that unborn infants at this stage can feel
pain... and that their perception of this pain is even
more intense than that of newborn infants and older
children.” The ban on partial-birth abortion thus
effectively distinguishes the line between abortion
and infanticide.
Ms. Lee is correct in asserting that there is one
reason that the act is essential - unfortunately, she is
incorrect in identifying what grounds. “The truth is
there is only one reason to ever consider the partialbirth abortion procedure ‘necessary’: to ensure the
delivery of a dead child rather than a living one.”
The remainder of Ms. Lee’s article focuses on
the supposed overbreadth of the act, and the poten¬
tial open door that President Bush creates by enact¬
ing legislation that constrains a woman’s abortion
rights. Subsequent to the vetoes of President
Clinton on earlier versions of the act, Congress has
limited the scope of the act to ban only partial-birth
abortion as it is clearly defined within the bill. In
2000 the Supreme Court decided Stenberg v.
Carhart, where a similar partial-birth abortion ban
was shuck down because it failed to include a
clause protecting the life of pregnant women in
emergency situations. Congress addressed these
concerns with a subsection validating the proce¬
dure in medical situations requiring a partial-birth
abortion to save the mother’s life.
The main concern of Ms. Lee and other “proabortionists” is that the Partial-Birth Abortion Act
of 2003 will overturn the “monumental” decision

made in Roe v. Wade (1973). The Supreme Court
decision in this case legalized abortion procedures
during the first trimester; it did not provide an
unfettered liberalization of “abortion on demand”.
The Court’s most influential and lasting declaration
in their opinion affirms, “A woman's constitutional
right to an abortion is not absolute. ”
I firmly agree that women should not be forced,
under any circumstance, to carry out their pregnan¬
cy to full-term. As Ms. Lee properly recognizes,
“not every individual wants to keep a child”. Rape,
contraceptive failure, and other circumstances can
result in pregnancies that women should not be
obligated to maintain. Children bom to unprepared
parents or placed in government care are emotion¬
ally disadvantaged and generally underprivileged.
Saving a life only to thrust it into an inadequate
familial environment is senseless. That is why I
support the continued constitutionality of abortion
within humane parameters. Partial-birth abortion,
more accurately infanticide, is clearly outside of
this spectrum. A multitude of medically sound pro¬
cedures are available for women who desire to ter¬
minate their pregnancies. Thankfully, President
Bush, the American Congress and the public
majority recognize that partial-birth abortion is not
one of them.
In signing the act as federal law, President Bush
affirmed the views of the public majority and a
shared priority that will “help build a culture of life
in America.” This “culture” promotes neither
“backwardness” nor a desire to oppress women’s
rights or sacrifice mother’s lives. The government
has affirmed a basic standard of humanity reflec¬
tive of the compassion of our nation.

Women competing for a
$100,000 cash prize on the
new reality TV show, “Can
YOU be a Pomstar?” The
show’s official website
declares, “Real people hav¬
ing real sex!”
12,000

Visitors to the Knob Creek
Gun Range Machine
Shoot, complete with a
separate competition for
flamethrowers. Among the
champions is 16-year old
Samantha Sawyer, the
Women’s submachine
champ for the past four
years.

Letter to the Editor
Continued: Understanding
the Call for Action
‘60’s RHETORIC
Continued from p. 3
people (after all, the article made a point of
saying it supported the goals of The
Movement) may be more infuriating and hurt¬
ful than being directly insulted on the quad.
The sense of being dismissed as extreme, of
being told to wait, of being conditionally
accepted, of having to justify one’s statements
over and over again and of always having to be
the one to take the initiative in this chronic sit¬
uation is maddening.
I wish dominant culture students here would
read two books that are in the Bates Library so
that maybe this “benign” liberal form of racism
could be acknowledged by those of us who
have grown up in it as just as destructive as the
direct insults on the quad. The books are
Everyday Racism: A Book for All Americans by
Annie Barnes and, of particular interest to the
writers of the editorial, Why Are All The Black
Kids Sitting Together in the Cafeteria and
Other Conversations About Race, by Beverly
Daniel Tatum. Just maybe the insight from
these books could help dominant culture stu¬
dents understand why The Movement’s
spokespeople call for the action they do.
-William Cutler
Associated Chaplain

Letter to the Editor Continued: Practicing Free Speech
LETTER
Continued from p. 3
they hook up with someone on the Bates cam¬
pus. Why is it that so many hooks ups happen
and so many relationships are formed on the
same night we send multitudes of kids to the
hospital, the night of the Halloween Dance?
I am probably not the only one who is glad
that these racist remarks were made. It gives
Bates students a prime opportunity to speak out
against “wrongs” and reaffirm our liberal PC
ideologies. A need that Bates kids periodically
feel must be fulfilled. And once this need is
satisfied and our consciences are eased, we can
go back to complaining about the real pressing
issues in our Bates lives.
The real problems, like the fact that I have
two essays due this week, a chem test, and 120
pages of reading to do, so I am stressed! I am
not going to have the time to meet with the
retarded townie I tutor every Wednesday.
The real problems, like Bates won’t let me
get drunk off hard alcohol or drive me to and
from bars.
The real problems, like I got caught with a
handle of vodka by security and I might get an
alcohol strike. And while I can still get anoth¬

er alcohol strike and two more weed strikes
before I endure any real consequences, this
might hurt my chances at becoming a JA my
junior year.
The real problems, like that I got a B- on my
English paper. (But obviously it’s because the
teacher hates me or maybe she is just another
crackhead Bates professor.) In truth, though,
we Bates students know that these problems are
really just superficial. I mean, even if I screw
this whole Bates thing up and don’t get into any
of my top three choice grad schools, I can
always work for a few years at Daddy’s law
firm and vacation during the summers at my
parent’s house on Martha’s Vineyard.
So while we know that the pressing issues
which seem to dominate our everyday lives
here at Bates are really just superficial bullshit,
we nevertheless suppress our extreme emo¬
tions, feelings, and values because they might
differ from the norm and make our lives appear
something other than that of the happy-golucky, carefree, privileged white young adults
which we are.
I want to know what ever happened to hon¬
esty being the best policy; with being in touch
with our emotional and spiritual sides. (I know
there are some stoned hippies out there who can

feel me on this one.)
Let’s talk about issues that really confuse us.
Like I know I shouldn’t, and I feel awfully
guilty about it, but Blacks, Gays, and Jews
make me feel uncomfortable. I find myself
skeptical of their actions and intentions.
But maybe it’s not “wrong” to feel this way.
Maybe I shouldn’t feel guilty. Maybe there are
good, logical, rational, reasons for these feel¬
ings that the idealistic liberals on campus just
don’t know about or haven’t bothered to pay
attention to. I mean, I was robbed at knifepoint
by two Black kids and a Hispanic kid back
when I was a freshman in high school. And
how can being gay be natural? Don’t most
Gays either have some kind of disorder or were
sexually molested when they were a child?
Also my Jewish roommate freshman year was
kind of shiesty.
Maybe it wasn’t wrong to go to war with
Iraq. Maybe sweatshops are an effective means
to get me the cheap consumer goods that I want
while giving some uneducated needy immi¬
grant a job. Maybe the environment isn’t near¬
ly as important as we claim it to be and we
should really focus our attention on issues like
hunger and homelessness.
Maybe it is okay to have these kinds of

thoughts. And okay for others to have them as
well. Because these kinds of thoughts do sur¬
face and they certainly do not come out of
nowhere. These kinds of thoughts are real, and
important. They deserve our attention. They
deserve to be explored and considered.
I don’t want people to get the wrong idea
from this article. I am not knocking Movement
384 or accusing them of reaffirming their own
individual beliefs. Movement 384’s demands
for action and dialogue are necessary steps
towards understanding. However, Movement
384 is only part of the solution and only
addressing one of our many problems.
Honestly addressing our beliefs and values and
exploring every side of an issue needs to
become part of our daily dialogues; part of the
discussions we hold in the informal and unoffi¬
cial forums of our everyday life so that these
issues can become part of our everyday con¬
sciousness.
Accordingly, we need to use the racist
remarks made, not to ignore away issues and
“wrongs” so that we can reaffirm our liberal PC
ideologies, but as a starting point for discus¬
sion, reflection, and exploration into the root
issues of the problems we face.
- Chris Casey ‘06
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Senior Class Election SpecialIn Their Own Words...
Mason: A Time for Change

It’s Easy to Vote for Veysey

Crespo and Schwartz: A Team

I know a lot of people think my election campaign isn’t seri¬
ous because it seemed like a last-minute decision to get on the
ballot. Truth is, I had been interested in running all along, and
like the majority of the senior class, was not made aware of the
election timetable. That being said, there is one underlying rea¬
son why you should check my name, Evan Mason, in the
Senior Class Presidential Election: It’s time for a change.
The same faces have been running things on campus for the
past three years and our senior week looks poised to replicate
the same cookie cutter mold of classes who have gone before.
If you vote for me, you’ll still get the traditional pub crawl, a
night in Portland, class stone and senior gift, and the promise
of great reunions, but there’s even more.
The single most important thing facing our clqss is fundrais¬
ing. But instead of soliciting money from just seniors, why not
tap into the rest of the College? To raise money, we’ll sell
50/50 at Bates basketball games, hold a Casino night in the
spring, look to hold a “Bates Senior Night” at Boondoggles or
The Gallery, and split the register with the business, and have
a dunk booth in the spring. Who wouldn’t pay to drop their
professors and deans in the drink? Another possibility is a date
auction. I mean, who wouldn’t pay money to get to know that
“someone special” before the last chance dance?
I refer to the campaign as “we” because I have formed a
presidential coalition of 12 people who have pledged to help
plan all events, including reunions once we have left campus.
This group is not exclusive and is open to all who want to par¬
ticipate (email me). And here’s the kicker: Senior week will not
be planned without the input of all seniors. I will not say, “This
is what we’re going to do...This is what we can’t do...” I will
explore all options and give everyone a say as to senior activi¬
ties during short term and ways to raise money before then.
A few ideas include “The Beer Olympics,” which would be
similar in concept to the Pub Crawl, but involve different types
of games, a mechanical bull and the friendly competitive spir¬
it of elementary school field day. A bonfire, again with kegs,
near the Puddle and a live band. A comedian, (it’s not all about
drinking). And barbecues. These are just a few ideas, and we,
as a class, will look to get support from other groups around
campus for co-sponsorship of various events.
Admittedly, these are not promises etched in stone. But they
are feasible ideas that will give you the best senior week in the
history of Bates College. If that’s what you want, vote Mason.

I have frequently been asked, “What does the Senior Class
President do?” To that I reply, “Basically six things: 1. Plan
senior week; 2. Seek ideas for senior class gift and organize an
election to choose one; 3. Raise the necessary resources to
make that senior class gift become reality; 4. Seek ideas for our
Ivy Stone and organize an election to choose one; 5. Speak at
baccalaureate; 6. Maintain the ClassNotes and help plan our
first reunion (5year).” All of these things will contribute to the
life-time memories we’U have in our last year at Bates.
I want all those things done right, and everyone in our class
ought to be involved in the planning. This is not a senior year
for just those who live off-campus, or just those who see drink¬
ing as a necessity come senior week. I value all views of our
senior class.
So why me? I could say, “I love Bates College,” because I
do. But I hope that is not the only merit we consider when vot¬
ing for class officers. I could put my resume up and say, “Look
at my resume that I’ve plastered all over campus,” but I’m not
so fond of doing that either. Or I could make unrealistic prom¬
ises (i.e. Montreal and senior “two weeks”). It reminds me of
fourth grade when a kid running promised an extra recess and
more dessert in the cafeteria.
I am running for Senior Class President because I know that
I can best serve the class of 2004 both this year and beyond. I
have the communication skills necessary to inform the entire
class about events. I have the contacts, both through my expe¬
rience on the Presidential Search Committee, where I worked
with numerous trustees, to my two-terms on the Alumni coun¬
cil which has helped the College better connect with the vast
Alumni body. In order to be effective, as a Class President, one
needs to know who to go to and what to ask for. I know I have
the ability to get all the resources necessary not only to ensure
that we come through with a stellar senior gift, but also that we
have class bonding events from now until the end of year when
we have a senior week that is well executed and inclusive to all
members of the senior class.
I know I can work with all three Senior Class Secretary can¬
didates. I think being a Bobcat is being able to work with all
members of the senior class, not just a handpicked team. In my
opinion, the senior class is a team and its time to get the ball
rolling.
Give me a call if you have any questions: 240-4670.

Joey Gracia for Secretary

Spice Up Senior Year with Ginger

After spending my junior year abroad I felt the need to recon¬
nect with Bates. I would never trade my time studying
Buddhism in India or biomedical ethics in London, but I missed
the community of the Bates campus. As a result, I ran for
Senior Class Representative this fall and once again started to
actively engage in the different aspects of our school. Through
that endeavor I have partaken in many things that reaffirm my
appreciation for Bates. Yet, I have also witnessed some true
concerns.
For one, I have heard many people express concern that
Senior Week will be decided by a small portion of our class, not
catering to the varying interests we all have. Through my work
as class rep., I also see some places where Bates as an institu¬
tion does not meet students’ needs. Our cardiovascular room,
for instance, is appalling.
Therefore, I have decided to run for Class Secretary and take
the personal responsibility to tackle some of these issues. I
already know many people that have a variety of great ideas for
Senior Week and my job as Secretary will be to make sure these
ideas come to fruition. I will view my role as both a liaison and
an advocate, listening to and working for the proposals that we
collectively come up with. I will also actively lead an effort to
positively solve one of our school’s weaknesses with a strong
and well focused class gift.
The class of 2004 is fortunate to have three strong and expe¬
rienced candidates for Secretary. My experience comes in serv¬
ing on the Parking Appeals Committee and as a past Outing
Club Representative. During that time I gained space for
AESOP to store their gear. I have also interned in both the
Massachusetts State House and the United Kingdom’s House of
Commons, helping to draft legislation and solve constituent
needs. I have volunteered for Head Start in Lewiston and I have
served as a big brother for Big Brothers Big Sisters of America.
Throughout all of those experiences I relied on open communi¬
cation and dedication to the tasks at hand. Nathan Williford and
I have kept you informed this year as Class Reps, and I have
acted on every complaint or concern that I have heard.
These past few days I decided against plastering the walls
with more posters and pictures of my oversized head. We have
all seen them for too long now and they don’t reach the real con¬
tent of this election. When it comes down to it, I know that I
can serve as an outstanding Class Secretary and I ask that you
give me that opportunity.

We have said our good byes to the likes of Smith and Hedge
Hall; bid our last farewell to beirut in the Parker lounge, and
instead befriended Pub 33 and re-introduced ourselves to Mr.
Boondoggles, the man formerly known as Augustine. It is hard
to believe this time has finally come. Senior elections are upon
us, and I would like to offer a few words as to why I am ask¬
ing for your support and your vote for 2004 Class Secretary.
During the past three years, I have been an active member of
both the Bates community, as well as the larger community of
Lewiston- Auburn. Acting as President and a four year member
of the rugby team, a junior advisor, a member of the Student
Conduct Committee, and a three year “Big Sister” in the
Lewiston- Auburn Big Brothers Big Sisters Program, I have
unquestionably learned the principles and importance of lead¬
ership, dedication, organization, and service.
However, it is not only my past experiences that will make
me an effective and successful class officer. Instead, it is my
ability to represent and connect with diverse groups of people
and ideas in our class. Spending junior year at Bates while the
majority of our class was abroad enabled me to meet new peo¬
ple, turning unfamiliar faces into new friendships. As the first
semester of our last year at Bates comes to a close, I propose a
challenge to our senior class. Introduce yourself to someone
new. Make eye contact and smile at the person you pass every¬
day at 9:13 on your walk to Commons. Say hello to the girl that
you sat next to in your first-year seminar. Let’s unite as a class
to end our college careers on a successful, enjoyable, and truly
memorable note.
My main objective as senior class secretary is simple; I
pledge to keep the class of 2004 informed, connected, and
involved. To make the remainder of our senior year a success
we need contributing ideas from all classmates in every comer
of campus. I am asking for help from those in the Village,
Wood and Nichols St., J.B., Oak St., Elm St., Parsons, The Dog
House, Shapiro, Mitchell, Mountain, Green House, and all
other dorms, apartments and houses in between. Whether it is
at the bagel machine in Commons, in the middle of the quad,
or in the copy room of the library, I am always excited to hear
your questions, concerns and suggestions. You will find that I
am easily approachable and genuinely interested in all that you
have to share regarding the Class of ’04. Spice up your year,
and spice up your life. Vote Ginger Readling for Class of 2004
Secretary.

We have made a conscious and deliberate choice to run together
as a team for President and Secretary of the 2004 Senior class.
Given the substantial responsibilities entailed in these positions, we
believe it is important for officeholders to work effectively together
and to be compatible yet complement each other’s strengths and
weaknesses. We have struggled together in economics classes; a
short-term course to Europe enabled us to study the European
Union while traveling together; we are tennis partners; and most
importantly, we share the same birthday. J These experiences
showed us that we are an effective team. We would like to apply
our teamwork ability in representing you.
It is important for us to evidence our wide involvement in build¬
ing community here at Bates. Extensive and varied experiences at
Bates have provided us with the knowledge and experience neces¬
sary for the positions of Senior Class President and Secretary. These
have allowed us to interact with key people and offices at Bates, but
it has provided us with a baggage of leadership, organizational, and
communication skills.
Eduardo has been twice elected as At-Large Class
Representative, represents the class of 2004 in the Dean’s Advisory
Committee and the President’s Advisory Committee. He has sat on
the Curriculum and Calendar Committee, Parking Appeals
Committee, and served as the Budget Committee’s Grievance
Mediator. Eduardo co-coordinated the Student Philanthropy
Initiative through the Development Office, and currently works
with the Dean of Students Office as a Residence Coordinator and
Team Leader. He served as an Admissions Tourguide and contact,
worked as a Spanish TA and at the Registrar & Financial Aid office.
Tanya has been involved at Bates in the following capacities:
Educational Policy Committee, Committee on Committees,
Security Advisory Committee, Representative Assembly, Dorm
President, Sociology Advisory Committee, Economics TA, and is
presently a student representative at faculty meetings. She has
served as an intern for the Maine People’s Alliance, volunteered at
the Trinity Soup Kitchen, and is a Bates Buddy. Tanya is presently
working to create a website for Student-Faculty Committees in
order to increase student input.
Our goal is to plan a fun and unforgettable senior year! We want
to take the strengths of senior week and build upon them to create
an even better Senior “2” Weeks. Senior “2” Weeks will include the
usual last week of activities as well as seven other senior events. To
facilitate senior class participation in these activities, we will create
a Senior “2” Week Committee which will be responsible for plan¬
ning and organizing events. Ten seniors will be elected for this com¬
mittee by the end of January. We are in the process of creating a
Senior Survey which will seek opinions on what should be priori¬
tized for Senior “2” Weeks. The survey will assist the committee in
understanding the desires of the senior class.
We have many preliminary ideas for Senior “2” Week activities.
They include the following: Pub Crawl, Red Sox game, bus to the
Old Port, Last Chance dance, post-Midnight Madness Mount David
trip. In addition to these traditional senior activities, we want to hold
other fun events. We would like to have a “BalesStock” (our own
version of Woodstock), a Senior Triathlon, Toga Party, Talent Show,
Volunteer Day, Lobster Bake, night Camping Trip, Frye Street block
party, and a formal reception for the Senior art exhibit These are
some of our Senior “2” Week ideas, however, the survey results and
the committee will determine what events will occur.
We recognize that the positions of President and Secretary of the
Senior Class require a long-term commitment. One of our primary
goals is for the Class of 2004 to remain connected to each other and
to Bates. We believe the best way to do this is to create a Bates2004
website. This website will provide seniors’ contact information,
updates on where people are and what they are involved in, news
about Bates, information on ways to give back to Bates monetarily
and professionally, reunion information and planning, as well as
resources for career networking. Furthermore, the Senior Gift is a
great opportunity to give back to Bates! Two preliminary ideas
include giving a Bobcat Statue and creating a Campus Center Fund.
We believe senior involvement in planning events is instrumen¬
tal in assuring that Senior “2” Weeks is for ALL seniors. These
events can only be successful if they reflect our class’ varied
interests and desires. This is OUR Senior “2” Weeks and we
want every senior to connect with these celebratory events and to
each other. To achieve this, we have proposed an inclusive plan to
promote senior involvement through the Senior Survey, Bates2004
website, Senior “2” Week Committee and the Senior Gift
Committee. Additionally, we will hold a bi-weekly senior table to
allow seniors to express opinions, concerns, and to share ideas.
We hope you feel introduced to us and to our demonstrated com¬
mitment to serving the Senior Class of 2004 in the short and longrun. We are prepared to take on this great responsibility. We have
great enthusiasm for Bates, for our fellow seniors, and for our abil¬
ity to work together to achieve our goals. At a personal level, we are
compatible. At a professional level, we complement each other.
Our passion for Bates and for our class binds us together and drives
our commitment to you, the Class of 2004. If you have questions
about our ideas, please email: ecrespo@bates.edu and
tschwart@bates.edu.
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Senior Class Election Special
Endorsements of the Candidates

Ginger Readling

Joey Gracia

Evan Mason

Graham Veysey

Secretary

Secretary

President

President

Fellow Seniors:
I am writing today to show my support for fellow
classmate, Ginger Readling. Ginger is a responsi¬
ble member of the ‘04 class who I have known for
quite some time. As acting Women’s Rugby’s
President, a former Junior Advisor, member of the
Student Conduct Committee, and 3 years as a “Big
Sister” to children in the Lewiston/Aubum area,
Ginger has proudly and admirably served both
Bates College and the community at large through¬
out her time here.
She commits herself fully to
everything she does and is known to go above and
beyond her call of duty. I feel confident looking to
her to fill the role of Class Secretary for ‘04.
Confidence she doesn’t lack... So vote for Ginger
and Holla Back!
-Jenny Tierney

Fellow Seniors:

Fellow Seniors:

Over the past 4 years of friendship with Joey I
have fully observed his participation in our class.
Joey remains one of the most outgoing and selfless
people that I know at Bates. Anyone who knows
Joey, for instance, knows he doesn’t spend much
time in the weight room. Earlier this year, howev¬
er, I mentioned to our class representative that I felt
the weight and caidio rooms could use additional
funding. A few days later Joey had gathered further
information, set up meetings and created a plan by
which to tackle this problem. All I can say is that
this action is not uncharacteristic of Joey. He is a
candidate who, when elected, will represent the
entirety of our class whether or not he personally
gains. Joey Gracia will work for our needs, and will
do his job with pride.
-Jeff Davis

Fellow Seniors:

The 2003 election for Senior Class
President, began with two candidates and
many people saying, “What’s the point” “Why
should I vote for senior president if its going to
come down to the Electoral College anyway?”
Then came Evan Mason. A candidate motivat¬
ed to work for this class.
Evan represents the qualities befitting a sen¬
ior class president. Evan’s a great listener, a
friend to everyone, a thoughtful leader, and a
man of action. He would bend over backwards
to help anyone. The shirt off his back, take it.
Evan’s also a hard worker and leader. People
measure leaders by great orations, but I ask you
wasn’t it the great Theodore Roosevelt that
said, “Speak softly but carry a big stick.” Evan
definitely has that big stick, and will use it to
get the best senior week and class reunion.
If she hasn’t already given you a “heeeeeeeeeeEvan isn’t a politico, he doesn't support dou¬
When I think of the class of 2004, I recall the
aay” across the Quad let us tell you a little bit about
ble-talking or mudslinging, and is an advocate
house I lived in my first year at Bates. I think of
why Ginger Readling is the best candidate for
of campaign finance reform. Evan is an ordi¬
everyone telling stories of their AESOP trip, and i
Senior Class Secretary. Clad in sequins and curls I
nary guy who wants to represent our class and
those still telling stories of high school. I think of
Ginger’s determination and spirit have taken the
do extraordinary things with our input.
my neighbor who played soccer and lacrosse, the
Bates Campus by storm for the past four years. She
-A lex Strekel
guy upstairs who still gets a lead role in Bates the¬
has served as rugby officer, JA, and on the Student |
ater productions, the one who braved organic
Conduct Committee. More importantly, you can
chemistry that very first semester, and the night we
There are two types of seniors at Bates, those
find Ginger in the Library, class, or Commons mak¬
all voted for our RA representative. The class of
who support Evan Mason and those who don’t
ing it a point to befriend those around her. Her out¬
2004, like those I lived with my first year, is a
know about him. A senior, I have been Mason’s
going personality and hard work ethic will allow
diverse, dynamic group of students. When I heard
follower since his first appearance at Bates in
her to lead the class of2004 through the rest of sen- ■.
that Joey Gracia was running for class secretary, I
2000. But I was a bit skeptical of the campaign
ior year and far beyond.
could think of no better candidate to represent this
when I first heard about it. For one, I was
-Lizzy Sail and Julie Allen
group.
dreaming of a Wendy’s spicy chicken sand¬
What impresses me the most about Joey is that
wich and was thus completely distracted. But
he can have a conversation, share a class, partici¬
additionally, I was unsure as to Mason’s legiti¬
pate on a team, or have dinner with anyone from
mate interest in the matter. That, at this point,
our class. Not only has he signed up for nearly
is no longer the issue at hand.
every intramural league at Bates and joined the
The difference about Mason is this: when he
Men’s Rugby team this year, he is also a member of
is interested in something, he does anything he
the outing club and your RA. He can appreciate a
can do make sure it happens. The result is the
semester abroad in India, and adjust to another in | perfect candidate. His ability to take our ideas
London with ease. He is devoted to his philosophy j and mold them together is not so outstanding,
major and all academics, yet makes an appearance
but his insistence on making a difference is
at the planned activities and social events our cam¬
incredible. Mason is a candidate for the sen¬
pus makes available. He can adapt to any situation,
iors as a whole. Thus, I don’t want you to vote
and makes it a point to get to know eveiyone. j Mason for Evan himself, because the kid does¬
Loyal and encouraging, he could do wonders for
n’t want it for himself. He wants it for you.
our class and the future of Bates. I highly encour¬
Bates seniors, and so I urge you to do anything
age you, the class of 2004, to elect Joey Gracia as
you can to make his dream a possibility. Vote
your class secretary.
Mason 2004, and do it for yourself.
-Anne Wrigley
-Mike Lopez

On behalf of the residents of 227 Oak Street,
we would like to express our avid support for
the candidacy of Graham Veysey as Senior
Class President.
In our four years here at Bates, Graham has
shown us that he has the skills and vision to
lead our class forward into a bright, employed
future. As RA President, he passed bold legis¬
lation and wore lobster pants, and we appreci¬
ate that. Personally as well as professionally,
Graham has proven over time his capacity to
internalize the needs of the Bates student body.
This is now our opportunity to say Thank You
to him and give back a fraction of what he has
so generously given us. In all seriousness,
Graham is our choice for President because
Graham embodies the political and social
integrity necessary to effectively communicate
the needs of the senior class; whether it be our
Senior Gift or Ivy Stone, keeping us informed,
Reunionizing, or planning Senior Week, we are
confident that our pal Graham will represent as
Class President.
-Sara Kravitz & John Johnson

Senior class officers and to strongly encourage
that you vote for them.
I have known both Eduardo and Tanya since
the beginning of freshman year and have the
utmost respect and admiration for them. I am
very confident that Eduardo and Tanya would
make an effective team in working together,
which is absolutely critical in handling the
many responsibilities of these positions. They
are incredibly hardworking, driven, devoted,
enthusiastic, fun and charismatic individuals
who have been involved in every aspect of
Bates throughout their 4 years here. Their
impressive level of experience both in and out¬
side of Bates makes them both more than qual¬
ified to be outstanding class officers.
From the beginning, they have been very
dedicated to this campaign and to their future
plans, should they be elected. They have very
extensive and creative plans for Senior “2”

Weeks activities, senior gift ideas and of ways
for our class to remain connected after gradua¬
tion through their innovative Bates2004 web¬
site.
These words do not even begin to bring jus¬
tice to describing their true characters in who
they are as people and for what they represent.
Eduardo and Tanya have a genuine love and
passion for Bates and for our senior class and
would be truly honored to serve as your class
officers. They both have a strong desire to give
back to Bates and to their classmates who have
positively influenced their lives in a very pow¬
erful way. I hope that you will join me in vot¬
ing for the E & T team, in an effort to make our
last year together an absolute blast and to
remain connected with one another for the rest
of our lives.
-Elizabeth Jackson

Eduardo Crespo
Tanya Schwartz

President & Secretary
Fellow Seniors:
Senior Class Elections are approaching and I
would like to urge you all to support Eduardo
Crespo for -senior class president and Tanya
Schwartz for class secretary. I believe that vot¬
ing for Eduardo and Tanya (team E.T.) is the
right choice for several reasons. Their collec¬
tive wealth of leadership experience with many
diverse organizations, both on and off campus,
represents their commitment to both the Bates
and the global communities. Their shared
ambition to keep our class well connected and
engaged after graduation displays their unbri¬
dled passion for present and future class serv¬
ice. They have repeatedly proven their commit-

ment to class service to me by staying up long
into the night after their hectic committee meet¬
ings, class work, and thesis struggles, to bring
us wonderful ideas for our senior year, “senior
2 weeks,” and beyond.
However, beyond the freakishly impressive
resumes are the real reasons you should vote
for Eduardo and Tanya: Friendship and integri¬
ty. Resumes and experience mean nothing if
you do not have the character and warmth that
Eduardo and Tanya supercharge the human
race with. Moreover, you don’t spend senior 2
week with your resume. Even if you do not
vote for these two, which would be silly, do not
make the mistake of leaving this place without
getting to know them. Stay well.
-Mike Lydon
I am writing to fully endorse Eduardo Crespo
and Tanya Schwartz as candidates for our

I wish to express my support for senior class
presidential candidate Graham Veysey. I feel
that Graham’s positive presence on the Bates
campus has been well-established. You know
Graham yourself, and you know that he’s not
shy about seeking results. Graham can suc¬
cessfully enact the wishes of those whom he
represents - he has confidence along with
administrative support and respect. Graham is
a stimulator of social discourse; a challenger of
popular opinion who is often investigating
areas capable of improvement. He finds his
niche as a vigilant provider to his peers. Senior
Week and the class gift are but two of the tasks
with which we can confidently entrust
Graham.
I can’t imagine that any name would be as
suitable when printed at the bottom of letters
notifying us of alumni affairs.
-Chip Means
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Republicans Meet Laura Bush

MAINE VOTES DOWN
CASINOS; BROTHERS
SERVING AS MAYORS
OF TWIN CITIES

by ANDREW SIMON
FORUM EDITOR
On Monday, 43 Bates College Republicans
traveled to South Portland to attend a BushCheney fundraiser headlined by First Lady
Laura Bush. At the event, some students were
able to participate in the general reception,
which enabled them to listen to Mrs. Bush’s
speech, while others staged a rally and were
personally addressed by the First Lady.
The Bates College Republicans were invited
along with the other Maine College Republican
Chapters at Bowdoin, Colby, USM, UMaineOrono, and St. Joe’s. Almost 130 Maine
College Republicans were in attendance.
Attendees at the fundraiser paid anywhere
from $250 to $2,000 for the same access grant¬
ed to the College Republicans. Those who con¬
tributed over $1,000 were invited to take an
individual picture with the First Lady, an honor
some Bates students were also granted.
Dan Schubreth, the Chair of the Maine
College Republicans and a Bowdoin student,
kicked off the event with a speech detailing the
recent successes of College Republicans across
the country, and espically in Maine. Since the
beginning of this school year, the Maine
College Republicans have doubled their chap¬
ters and more than tripled their membership.
And, in a nationwide poll recently conducted
by Harvard University, more college students
now consider themselves to be Republicans
than Democrats. In fact, when compared to the
general public, college students are 10% more
likely to call themselves Republican. Suprising

by CAITLIN HURLEY
NEWS EDITOR

Ryan Toussaint/The Bates Student

College Republicans met with First Lady Laura Bush on Monday night for
a Republican party fundraiser.
numbers indeed when considering the com¬
monly held conceptions of college students,
and from looking around our own campus. In
Mr. Schubreth’s words, quoting Bob Dylan,
“Times, they are a-changing.” Schubreth also
cited the 130 College Republicans who made
the trip as further evidence for their resurgence.
After Mr. Schubreth, Hon. Peter Cianchette
introduced the First Lady. Mr. Cianchette is
now the Executive Director of the BushCheney Steering Committee, and is known for
his unsuccessful Gubanatorial campaign in

2002 against John Baldacci.
Then, after a short security delay, Mrs. Bush
spoke. In her address, Mrs. Bush mixed in
humerours antidotes about her husband and his
parents’ experiences at their home in
Kennebunkport and layed out the President’s
message entering into the campaign season.
She reiterated her husbands commitment to
education and responsibility, as outlined in the
No Child Left Behind Act and also declared the
President’s commitment to the citizens of
Maine.

RA Debates New Constitution
by NIRAJ CHOKSHI
ASSISTANT WEB EDITOR
On Monday, Nov. 11, the RA held its
weekly meeting in Skelton lounge. The RA
heard a number of committee reports, how¬
ever, one of the most hotly debated issues
was (and most likely will be) the introduc¬
tion of the new RA constitution. A bill was
presented by the Constitution Transition
Committee (CTC), and later passed, which
asked that the new constitution be put to a
referendum vote in an effort to “defer to the
will of the student body.”
The debate was centered mostly on
stalling talks concerning the new constitu¬
tion as well as stalling the guidelines by
which the referendum would be run. The
new constitution changes the construct of the
RA in a major way. The constitution sepa¬
rates the RA into two bodies. The first is the

legislative RA, which would be comprised
of the dorm and class representatives. The
second body essentially a club lobby would
be made up of the club representatives from
the school and would be headed up by the
president of the student body. The club
lobby, though lacking the ability to vote,
would have the power to lobby the RA either
directly (via talking to their dorm/class rep¬
resentatives), or via lobbying the RA using
the influential power of the president of the
student body (who also would reside over
the club committee).
The reasons for the new system, explained
members of the Constitution Transition
Committee (CTC) are based on the current
problems of the RA. According to CTC
members the RA is often debilitated by the
apathy of some club representatives who, in
their non-attendance (or attendance, but lack
of interest), slow down the effectiveness of

the RA. Also, members feel the new consti¬
tution motions towards a more egalitarian
assembly. In the current system one student,
as a member of three clubs, his own class
and his dorm would only be represented by
five representatives, while another student
who is a member of his class, dorm and committed to one club would only be represent¬
ed by three representatives. CTC members
hold that this inequity would be solved by
the new constitution. CTC members hope
that the new constitution, in splitting the RA,
will help make the RA a more effectual
organization, while retaining a certain level
of power on behalf of the clubs.
Next week, the RA will be finalizing plans
for the referendum. Also, at next week’s
meeting, there will be a “food forum” with
Director of Dining Services, Christine
Schwartz, regarding the rules and regula¬
tions of commons.

j

On Nov. 4, in a surprisingly decisive elec¬
tion, Maine voters rejected the resort casino
proposal. Just days before the election, polls
showed that the decision would be too close to
call according to the Lewiston Sun Journal. In
the final count, however, Maine voters gave a
resounding no to the opening of a resort casino
in Sanford, Maine.
The election was the most expensive in state
history, with the Think About It campaign
spending $6.8 million, while CasinosNO!
spent $2.6 million. The Sun Journal reported
the day after the election that the CasinosNO!
campaign had strong support from some of
Maine’s leading figures, including Governor
John Baldacci, the head of L.L. Bean, and two
former governors.
Lewiston was thought to be a stronghold for
the Think About It campaign, which advocated
the introduction of jobs at a time when the state
economy is hurting. In the end, however,
Lewiston sided with every county in the state
and voted against the referendum. Dennis
Bailey, a leader of the CasinosNO! campaign
explained to the Sun Journal that “What killed
the casino ... ‘was [that] they gave us a really
bad bill.’” At post-election reception, Erin
Lehane, spokeswoman for the Think About It
campaign, said that she plans to keep working
to bring jobs back to Maine.
Since the election, some debate has circulat¬
ed as to whether voting down the casino pro¬
posal sends the wrong message to businesses.
An article in the Portland Press Herald that
was published on Nov. 10 debated this ques¬
tion, saying ‘Taken as a whole, the referendum
votes send a positive signal to businesses inter¬
ested in moving to Maine or adding to opera¬
tions here.”
The twin cities of Lewiston-Auburn are in a
rare position after last week’s election that they
hope will gain them some publicity. In last
week’s election, the city of Lewiston elected a
new mayor, Lionel Guay, who is the brother of
Auburn’s recently elected Mayor Norm Guay.
In Lewiston, Lionel Guay will replace former
Mayor Larry Raymond. According to the
Lewiston Sun Journal, the brothers are hoping
for “a public relations bonanza for Lewiston
and Auburn.” Both mayors are looking forward
to the extra attention their cities will receive
and to working with each other.

Counter Recalls Explorer Matthew Henson As Inspiration
COUNTER
Continued from p. 1
thing and anything. Counter learned through
his grandmother that a black man discovered
the North Pole. At first Counter just passed this
off as a usual comment from his strongly opinioned grandmother, but after some research,
Counter discovered that a black man had in fact
discovered the North Pole, at least in part.
Matthew Henson, was the black assistant to
Robert Peary when he discovered the North
Pole in 1908. For many years Peary was not
considered the discoverer of the North Pole
because the only people present at the discov¬
ery, were Matthew Henson and four Inuit
guides, who were not considered credible wit¬
nesses because they were not white.
Counter traveled to Greenland during a sum¬
mer off from Harvard, initially to do neurolog¬
ical hearing testing on the Inuits. What he did
not expect was tc form a lifelong bond with two
Inuit families and fulfill the lifelong dream of
two men. When Counter first arrived in
Greenland, the native Inuits were intrigued by

him, calling him the Inuit name that they had
given to Matthew Henson, who they were obvi¬
ously reminded of when they saw Counter’s
skin. After explaining to the people that he was
not Matthew Henson, he was told that he must
come and meet Matthew Henson’s son.
Counter was shocked, as in his personal
research he had not found any record of
Matthew Henson having children. When he
met Anaukaq, Matthew Henson’s son by an
Inuit woman, Counter was eager to talk to him.
Anaukaq was equally excited to speak with
Counter, and told him that he must go meet his
cousin. Giving Counter no further details about
who his cousin was, Counter followed
Anaukaq’s directions to his cousin, and met
another elderly Inuit man. This man introduced
himself as Kali Peary, Joseph Peary’s son by an
Inuit woman, bom only a few months apart
from Anaukaq Henson. The men had been
brought up as cousins, as Peary and Henson had
been considered more as brothers rather than
employer and employee. As Counter talked
more with them and shared with them his inter¬
est in their lives and the lives of their fathers,

Peary and Henson, the men made one request
of Peary, that he help them find their American
families. Not knowing how, Counter promised
them he would do the best he could.
Back at Harvard that fall, Counter was at a
reception and was asked by a Newsweek
reporter what he had done during the summer.
Counter told them of his travels to Greenland
and the reporter asked if he could write an arti¬
cle about the journey. Three days later an arti¬
cle appeared in the magazine detailing the
extraordinary lives of Matthew Henson and
Robert Peary and their sons Anaukaq and Kali.
This set the ball in motion to find the American
families of these men. Counter told how
almost immediately he heard from Henson’s
family, eager to meet their long lost family
member, but he heard nothing from the Peary
family. Later, he received a phone call from the
Peary family who told Counter they had no
interest in meeting Kali. Despite this disap¬
pointment, Counter still set forth to receive per¬
mission to bring the men and their Inuit fami¬
lies to America. Thanks to the countless efforts
of Counter, both men were able to travel to the

U.S. and visit the gravesites of their fathers.
Peary is buried in Arlington National Cemetery,
while Henson was buried in a small, unknown
New York cemetery.
Despite the ceremonies given to each for
each of the men at their fathers’ gravesites, it
was obvious that Matthew Henson was given
little recognition in his discovery in comparison
to Peary’s elaborate memorial in Washington.
Thus began the next step in Counter’s journey,
to have Matthew Henson reburied in Arlington
National Cemetery. With special permission
from the President, Matthew Henson was
reburied, along with his wife, in Arlington
National Cemetery next to Robert Peary, com¬
plete with a 21 gun salute and full military hon¬
ors, in front of his American and Inuit families.
Sadly, Anaukaq had passed away before the
cemetery. Counter’s work was instrumental in
ensuring the equality of both these men after
their deaths. This touching story eloquently
illustrated the greater themes of the talk, of
understanding, of accepting and of respecting.
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* Bates taught us to care and give to everything except Bates”
While other NESCACschools, like Colby, heightened fundraising efforts in the 1970s, Bates sat on the sidelines and did not begin “to actively
fundraise until the arrival ofPresident Harwood in 1989. ’’Now, the College is ten years behind and must make up for lost time.
ENDOWMENT
Continued from p. 1
Last year, Middlebury received $7.9 million,
which was the most, and Bowdoin and Colby
received $6.1 million and $3.3 million respec¬
tively. Although, Hokanson points out that in
terms of average dollars raised per alumni,
Bates, at $193 average donation per alumni,
actually faired better than Colby, but was well
behind Bowdoin’s $440 average donation per
alumni. Hokanson says that typically a healthy
annual fund has alumni participation of 60 per¬
cent or more, and Bates has a participation rate
of around 45-50 percent.
Part of the reason for the low annual fund
amount is found in the results of a recent alum¬
ni survey conducted by nationally known

Opinion Dynamics. The survey found that only
nine percent of alumni ranked Bates as their top
philanthropic priority, which is far below the
NESCAC average of
35-40 percent and the
Ivy League average of
more than 50 percent.
Despite that low num¬
ber, 78 percent of Bates
alumni say they have
“very warm
about Bates’1
percent believe Bates it
a better school now
than when they were
attending.
One source of pride
for Bates is the amount of money donated each
year by parents of current students. From 1998

until 2003, donations by parents have increased
by 82 percent, which far surpasses the 24 per¬
cent increase in alumni donations over the same
period.
According
to
Hokanson, a Bates grad¬
uate who said, “Bates
taught us to care about
and give to everything
except Bates”, sums up
part of the reluctance by
alums to give money.
Looking to the future,
President Hansen sees
Bates increasing the
amount of money it rais¬
es each year by chang¬
ing this opinion of the alums. In the past,
Hansen believes the school did not aggressive¬

ly tell the students about the need for money
due to “a New England reserve.” Hokanson is
also trying to change the Bates policy of not
telling students how important donations are by
working with each graduating class to help
them understand how any size donation can
help the school. The school is also creating dif¬
ferent programs to encourage alumni to give,
including the Mt. David society: those alumni
who donate $1855 will be admitted into this
Society
President Hansen stresses that the College is
not in a crisis because “Bates has everything
except for money.” However, while Bates has
successfully competed with less money,
Hokanson says this cannot continue indefinite¬
ly, stating the college has done, “An incredible
amount of good work with the money we have,
but we can’t keep doing it.”

ly terms of endowment
dollars per student, Bates
had a 2001 value of
$102,206, while Colby
feelmf! had a value of $194,809
per student and Bowdoin
had a value of $270,439
per student.

Otis Fellows Share Stories of Summer Travel in Ireland and Bolivia
by LOUIS DENNIG

STAFF WRITER
On Monday Nov. 10 in the Muskie Archives,
last year’s two Otis Fellows, Renee Blacken ’04
and Chris Urban ’04 delivered their presentations
on how they spent their short term in Ireland and
summer in Bolivia respectively.
Blacken traveled the western coast of Ireland
studying the monastic way of life in order to get a
better understanding of why the monks and nuns
chose to live away from society. Blacken hiked
for the beginning of her trip, visiting Gwendoloch
and St. Kevins churches.
These monasteries were built with large “round
towers” nearby so that people seeking refuge
could seek the towers from afar, furthermore the
doors were above ground level so the people in
the nearby area and in the churches could use a
rope ladder to enter and then pull it up before

invaders could enter.
Blacken biked for the rest of her trip and visit¬
ed many of the islands off the coast of Ireland,
meanwhile visiting monasteries and abbeys
throughout her trip. Blacken spoke with many of
the holy men and women at these monasteries,
including one monk who, despite his vow of
silence, talked with her all through morning
prayers. Blacken learned that these monks and
nuns believe that their seclusion from society is
not because they desire to be alone, but because
they want to be closer to God. “It’s more that
they’re running towards something than running
away from it,” said Blacken.
According to the Cistercian beliefs, they are
praying to keep the entire world together, so they
need the seclusion to stay focused on the task at
hand. The Cistercians believe that when some¬
one is away as a missionary they are only useful
if someone is praying for them alongside of all the

other people of the world. Blacken said that she
found this way of life indeed dwindling in gener¬
al because of the lack of new members and diffi¬
culty of self-sustaining without a large number of
people helping. There are exceptions though, at
one monastery there were three people living
there to decide whether they would take an oath to
in two years to become full-fledged monks.
Chris Urban ’04 went to Bolivia to study the
possibility of the potato growing culture sustain¬
ing the effects of globalization. He traveled dur¬
ing his short term, and then again during the sum¬
mer to an altitude of 14,000 feet to live with his
‘family’ whom he worked with and lived with for
a total of four months. The culture is heavily
based upon the potato harvest, as it is the only
source of subsistence for the community and the
only way of making income. The community of
15 families all grow potatoes to feed themselves,
then they sell the remaining ones at market once

or twice a year in order to make some money for
new clothes and food.
According to Urban, the work is incredibly dif¬
ficult, and the families generally stay on the land
for generation upon generation.
The culture is being threatened by globaliza¬
tion; recently a private corporation was trying to
privatize the water source of the culture in order
to organize it. However, the culture has found
their way of life fine for the last years and are
resistant to change because their self-sustaining
society has and remains working adequately.
The Otis fellowship is named in honor of
Phillip Otis, graduate of ’95, who tragically per¬
ished on Mt. Rainier in Washington while trying
to rescue hikers still trapped on the mountain in a
storm. His parents gave the money for the fel¬
lowship to Bates in order to promote the accultur¬
ation of students to the environment. Applications
for next years Otis fellowship are due February 6.

PERFORMING AND LEARNING
PERFORMANCE
Continued from p. 1

second question and answer period, Calvin
adds that throughout this time, he lost the
majority of his guy friends, but continued to
support and stand by Jess.
As the performance concludes, the audience
is offered one last look at what happened in
Will’s bedroom. They see Will and Jess flirting
and kissing, and when she changes her mind,
they also see Will push her to the floor and pin
her hands down.
The play was well received by a captivated
audience. The performers reminded the audi¬
ence that they were professional actors. In con¬
cluding, the performers explained that they
were on their fall tour, visiting colleges in 14
states. The play, written by August
Schulenburg and Heather Dyas-Fried, is part of
a program called PlayRights. The actors also
perform another play on dating violence.

what they anticipated would happen during the
night.
As the performance resumed, the audience
found Maggie, Calvin and Will hanging out
and laughing about whether Will and Jess had
hooked up while, Calvin and Maggie were out¬
side. As they laugh, however, Jess comes into
the room, crying and saying, “I said no.” She
reiterates this statement, while Will acts as if
she is joking and had wanted to have inter¬
course all night. He cites the way she dressed,
her flirtatious behavior, and the fact that she
kissed him as evidence that Jess wanted to have
sex with Will. A stunned Jess keeps saying that
she had changed her mind and that she said no.
Maggie responds by comforting Jess and urg¬
ing her to leave the house and go
with Maggie to the hospital. Will, .A,
&SSSSSSSShowever, became angry and defen¬
LEWISTON
sive and will not allow the two girls
to leave the room. Calvin is
shocked and amazed that Jess
Promenade Mall, Lisbon St.
could even allege that his best
friend had raped her. Initially, he
www. flagshipcinemas. com
sides with Will, saying that Jess
“had been asking for it,” but after
Featuring Stadium Seating & Digital Sound
he thinks for a few minutes he real¬
Movie Times Effective Fri. 10/24 Through Tues. 10/30
izes that Will is wrong. He helps
Maggie and Jess leave the house
Matrix Revolutions (R)
1:20,1:45,4:10,4:35,7:00,7:25,9:35,10:00
and go to the hospital, and he ulti¬
Brother
Bear
(G)_12:55,3:15,5:00,7:05,8:55
mately stands by Jess’ side as she
1:40,9:50,
brings charges against Will. In the Runaway Jury (PG13)
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Arts & Entertainment

The Bard at Bates: Hamlet
by KARA DIETRICH
STAFF WRITER
At its core, William Shakespeare’s Hamlet is
about everything from betrayal, to deception, to
love, and even, at moments, to humor. On
Saturday night, it was about raw emotion in all
its facets laid bare for the audience on the Bates
College
stage.
The compelling tragedy, arguably one of the
most well-known plays and perhaps
Shakespeare’s best, was this fall’s major the¬
atrical production presented by the Bates the¬
ater and rhetoric departments. It starred senior
Nathaniel Holt as the title character, with soph¬
omore Katie Nolan as Hamlet’s fated lover,
Ophelia. Directed by the Charles A. Dana
Professor of Theater at Bates, Martin Andrucki,
the production also featured assistant in
instruction in the Psychology department Brain
Pfohl as the amusing Polonius, junior Kevin
Weiler as the loathsome Claudius, and junior
Jocelyn Davis as Hamlet’s mother Gertrude.
Holt’s performance was offered in partial ful¬
fillment of the requirements for a senior thesis..

by MATT HEFFERNAN
MUSIC COLUMNIST
Brother Ali is one of underground hip-hop’s
up and coming elite. His debut album
Shadows on the Sun was released on
Minnesota’s Rhymesayers label in May 2003.
It bounced around the College Music Journal’s
Top Ten Hip-Hop chart throughout the sum¬
mer. This interview was a Bates exclusive. It
was conducted at the Century Lounge in
Providence, RI in early June during the tour in
support of Shadows on the Sun.
Ryan Toussaint/The Bates Student

The cast of Hamlet at their dress rehearsal last week
As a timeless and tragic story, Hamlet’s
internal struggle over his father’s murder at the
hands of his uncle, who quickly took the throne
and Hamlet’s mother’s hand in marriage, is, in
many ways, universal. Hamlet’s bitter con¬
tempt for Claudius, evident from Holt’s first

utterances on stage, propelled him to sacrifice
even his love for Ophelia to rid himself of the
heavy burden of revenge his father’s ghost put
upon his shoulders, despite his doubts and cowSee HAMLET, p.ll

Bruce “Sunpie” Barnes Visits Bates
by DMITRI RUSSELL
STAFF WRITER
Blues: "It is hard to define this music.
Suffice it to say that it is music that breathes
and touches. That connects. That is in itself a
way of being, separate and distinct from any
other.” There is a list of different ways to
describe the Blues and August Wilson’s defi¬
nition well reflects the kind of Blues that
Bruce “Sunpie” Barnes conveyed to the audi¬
ence at Olin Arts Center, last Tuesday
evening. For Barnes, the Blues are a way of
life. “It’s about the spirit. Catching it and
then giving it out,” he states in a deep-pitched
voice with a grin spreading from cheek to
cheek. He’s clad in a black and white striped
shirt with two guitars imprinted on the front
mirroring the colors on his accordion- an
ebony and ivory colored keyboard that he
plays with his right hand and bass buttons he
plays with his left. Nothing he does is forced.
The open forum he declares allows the audi¬
ence to interact and ask him questions. This
purports a grey area between him and the
crowd, more formally called establishing call

An Interview with
Brother Ali

and response. It is something that occurs not
only during Blues performances, but between
the Blues musician and his or her instrument.
Sunpie uses his harmonica to mimick the
human voice or imitate the hoot of an
oncomimg train. Some of the music he plays
is rehearsed, while some is improvised. It’s
hard to tell which is which.
It is clear that improvisation, another com¬
ponent of the Blues, adds the element of sur¬
prise; these are healthy surprises that make
music worth making. Sunpie relates to the
audience that creating music is therapeutic for
many reasons. “One of the great things about
music is that there are no rules.” Music does
not have to conform to a certain style in the
mind of the musician. He says, “musical gen¬
res are created by the music industry.” He
also expresses how music preserves memories
and emotions. “It is only the real cultural way
to pass on history.” Yet at the same time, he
looks at his own music selflessly like a Blues
Man does. The Blues Man is like a doctor,
who sings a song to cure someone else’s prob¬
lems. The audience wants a demonstration of
what he means. So Sunpie goes to the piano

and improvises a song he calls “Working
Blues” to dispel all the demons in people who
don’t like working. And despite the tendency
for Blues to sound simplistic, they also tend to
draw strong positive reactions.
Past successful Blues artists, such as Louis
Armstrong, Robert Johnson and Gertrude Ma
Rainey created Blues that were visceral. “You
have to have rhythms in your body,” Sunpie
explains. It is not necessarily a combination
of lyrics, but the passion resonating through
your voice. Then Sunpie encourages the
musicians in the audience, who have brought
their own instruments, to jam with him. The
Zydeco music he plays on his accordion is
Cajun influenced from his home in New
Orleans where he works as a park ranger by
day and a musician by night. His recent
album in 2001, titled Sunpie, showcases his
eclectic talent, and most notably, his driving
rhythms that make people want to dance.
“Anywhere I go I try and get people to
dance.” The grin circles the audience and a
few laughs emerge, since nobody has ‘bouje
bouje’ out of their seats.

MH: So first of all where did you find the
name Brother Ah?
BA: Um, I mean my name is Ali, my first
name is Ali
MH: So you just decided to go with that?
Some people get pseudonyms...
BA: Well I was trying to figure out how to
do it. Actually I had a lot of names when I was
growing up. I was called Unique for a while.
My first name was EMCEE Doc Ice. But like
there was already a dude named Doctor Ice
back then, but I just kinda stole his name, this
is when I was like 8, 9 years old. But Unique
was the name I had the longest. An then I
kinda had stopped doing it for a while ‘cause I
didn’t really believe in the old way of getting a
record deal, trying to do that whole thing, and
I didn’t know any other way to do it, and then
when I met the Rhymesayers is when I learned
a new, the independent way. So I started doing
it again, and I wanted to use some variation of
my real name. I was teaching a class of kids at
the mosque, and I was like what do you guys
think my rap name should be, and one of them
was like, “What do you mean Brother Ali?”
That’s what they all call me there. So I’m like,
“You just said it.” And I’ve just been going
with it ever since.
MH: So how did you get hooked up with
Rhymesayers?
BA: Like I said I met them and I was like
really impressed with the guy who, I was real¬
ly impressed with Atmosphere, I made friends
See ALI, p.10

EXPLORING DIFFERENCES
by MEGAN RICHARDSON
ARTS EDITOR
There’s a new factory in town, and it is
unlike anything you’ve ever seen. The
Black Factory, which is Professor
William Pope.L’s brainchild, is a project
that aims to spread and celebrate
Blackness. The factory Will hopefully
encourage people to think about
Blackness, and to talk about differences
in whole new ways. The Black Factory
is, on one level, an actual factory, built
inside of a truck that can move around
and easily spread ideas. The truck is
filled with tubes and wires and various
machinery to be used in the manufactur¬
ing of goods for the gift shop. The idea is
that people will bring items that they feel
represent Blackness to the factory, where
they will be pulverized, turned into a
powder, and then made into new items
which can be sold in a gift shop.
According to the press booklet, this
“transforms the tensions and contradic¬
tions of race into a dynamic field of pos¬
sibility.”
The project has some other aspects as
well. There will be a physical library,
made up of donations of Black objects both in hue and in what they represent and a virtual library, where photos of peo-

pie and their black objects will be dis¬
played online. These donations and pho¬
tos are taken at designated drop days,
when community members are invited to
bring in items that represent blackness.
The next drop day will be this Thursday,
Nov. 13th, from 5-8 p.m. in front of
Chase Lounge. Workers on the project
insist that no one should be afraid to
bring something in. There are no right or
wrong answers to the questions about
Blackness. The project is meant to make
us think.
When asked what made him decide to
start this project, Professor Pope.L
answered “A lot of ideas people have
about Blackness are kind of pedestrian.
I’d like to put people in the driver’s seat.”
He also emphasizes that The Black
Factory is not just about race - it’s about
differences in general. “It’s okay to be
different." says Pope.L. Difference is a
good thing. Difference can also be fun,
and The Black Factory is sure to bring
some fun to all its visitors, with its whim¬
sical gifts and interesting displays of
Blackness. The Black Factory is still in
its construction phase right now. It is
scheduled to go on tour next spring, on its
mission to spread Blackness. What will
come out of the project is unknown, but
one thing is for sure: it will definitely get
people thinking.

At Bates and in the Area
Schaeffer Theatre.
Wednesday. Nov. 12
- 7:00p.m., The Documentary
Cine Campesino is showing in
Olin 104.
- 8:30p.m., Ice Age is playing in
Olin 105.
Thursday. Nov. 13
- 5:00p.m., Black Factory drop
day, in front of Chase Lounge.

- 7:30p.m., Girls Gene Funny, a
comedy show in Bangor, Maine.
Call 469-6600 for details.
- 8:00p.m., Kurt Elling and the
Laurence Hobgood Trio will be
giving a jazz concert in Olin.
- 8 :00p.m., The Belle of Amherst
is playing at the Public Theatre
in Lewiston.
Sunday. Nov. 16

- 9:00p.m., Chapter 6 will be
performing in the Silo as part of
the Village Club Series.
Friday, Nov. 14
- 7p.m., Hamlet is playing in
Schaeffer Theatre.

- 2:00p.m., Hamlet is playing in
Schaffer Theatre.
- 2:00p.m., The Belle of Amherst
is playing at the Public Theatre
in Lewiston.
Monday. Nov. 17

- 8:00p.m., The Belle of Amherst
is playing at the Public Theatre
in Lewiston.
Saturday. Nov. 15
- 7:00p.m., Hamlet is playing in

- 8:00p.m., there will be a oneact play as part of a series of
plays by Romulus Linney.
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Underground Hip-Hop’s Elite
ALI
Continued from p. 9

we do what we know how to do, and we try and
make soul and blues music.

with Musab, and this guy named Siddiq who
basically like mns things behind the scenes at
Rhymesayers, like handles all the business. I
met them and Siddiq basically broke it down to
me the way that they were going about, what
they were doing or what their plans were, and
so right away I wanted to do that, but I didn’t
feel like they needed anybody else, and so I
didn’t have it in my mind to try to join the
Rhymesayers. I figured I would try to do that
same thing on my own. And so I went and I
made the Rites of Passage tape, which is basi¬
cally like home made I made it in like a room
just so I could have something to start getting
myself started with, and I brought it to Siddiq
just to get his advice on where to go with it, you
know whether or not I should get it mastered,
whether I should get it pressed up, should it be
a tape or a CD, how many should I get, how
much should I chargem should I pay taxes, all
that stuff. I just had a million questions. And
he listened to it, and he played it for Slug and
Ant and Musab, and he came back and he was
like, “We’ll put this out. If you want us to.”
And I was like, “Man I’ve always wanted to be
down with you guys.” You know what I mean?
And so that was in ’99. And I’ve been with
them ever since.

MH: How did you develop your style? I
feel like you have a very unique style. You
have a very poetic, a very big sound. How did
you develop that?

MH: So you’ve been doing this for like ever.
When did you start rhyming?
BA: I started rhyming in like ’89 I would
say. I was break dancing in like ’84.
MH: How old were you then?
BA: When I started rhyming? I was bom in
’77 so in ’89 I was 12. I recorded my first song
when I was 13.
MH: So what got you into it?
BA: It was mainly I always hanged around
people older than me. And when I was like 7,
8 years old I started hanging around with these
kids these B-Boy kids, and like they would do,
basically everyday they would break dance,
write graffiti, smoke and drink. And I thought
that was like the coolest life in the world. And
so, you know, oh and listed to rap music. So I
would memorize all the raps and stuff, learned
all the break dancing moves I could, writing
graffiti I was really, I still suck, I’m still really
bad at it. But basically I’ve been doing that
ever since. And then when kinda like the new
wave of like elevated EMCEEs came out, like
KRS-One, Chuck D, Big Daddy Kane, Rakim,
X-Clan, when they all came out that’s when I
wanted to start actually rapping myself. Like I
wanted to be them. That’s what basically made
me want to start doing it.

BA: It’s mainly from gospel preachers, like
I used to want to be a preacher when I was a
kid. And I actually did do the sermons at the
mosque for about a year or two. I’ve always
been really really influenced by preachers, and
so like a lot of it comes from that. And the
other part comes from like the really dope live
performance, live singers, like Otis Redding
and James Brown, and you know, and um, uh
Frank Sinatra was a really dope live performer
to me. Like there something about that dude,
that I think he might be the coolest white per¬
former of all time. Dude he is so ill man. So
just watching them and like hip-hop is definite¬
ly KRS-One. Like I don’t know if you’ve ever
seen KRS-One live, but he is the best hip-hop
live performer I’ve ever seen in my life. Like
I’m saying he comes on stage he’s a gigantic
dude, like he’s a giant of a human being. And
it’s just his voice and his energy on stage, he
never loses his voice, I’ve never seen him run
out of breath, jumping all over the stage,
sweatin’ and spiffin’ and man, he is the dopest
live performer in hip-hop that I’ve ever seen.
MH: What is your favorite part of being an
artist? Is it the performance or the recording
or...?
BA: My orientation is for performing. Like
when I made Shadows on the Sun was the first
time I had been in a studio. You know what I
mean? Like I had done a lot of 4-track record¬
ing, and up until I started working with Ant the
only reason that I recorded at all was so that
people would know my stuff at shows. But it
never worked, it never happened, like I would
record stuff, and put it out and, it never con¬
verted well up until I started working with Ant.
And Ant’s the one who really made me really
love, I would say Ant and Slug, like Slug
helped a lot with that too, really helped me
learn how to love the studio as an art of it’s
own. Even parts of Shadows on the Sun, like I
was not comfortable in the studio, it was like
you know, 1 o’clock in the afternoon, I’m not
used to rapping until at least 10 o’clock at
night, you know what I mean? It’s all clean,
there’s no crowd to feed off of, it felt really
weird to me, and by the end of that album, like
when I listen to it I can tell which songs I
recorded first and which songs I recorded at the
end of the process, because by the end of it I
was already a lot more comfortable in there
than I was when I first started.
MH:
album?

What’s your favorite song on the

MH: What’s your tag then?
BA: My tag was Exist. There’s a dude in
LA that’s been writing it for a long time.
Lately, if I do get up at all I just write Brother
Ali.
MH: You were saying on stage tonight that
everyone bumps their own music, what’s the
three CD’s you listen to most lately?
BA: On the tour? I haven’t really been lis¬
tening to rap at all.
MH: That doesn’t matter, what do you listen
to?
BA: I would say, Muddy Waters, Bill
Withers, and probably Earth Wind and Fire.
Those are probably the three that I’ve been lis¬
tening to the most.
MH: How’s all that make you feel? What
kinda mood are you in when you listen to that
music?
BA: I mean to me that feels like real music.
Like to me it feels like, you know I love rap
music, I love hip-hop, but to me, both me and
Ant, we both want to make soul music, soul
and blues is like what we feel is the realest
music. And so I don’t know how to sing, Ant
doesn’t know how to play instruments, but like

BA: It changes all the time. Like sometimes
it’s “Forest Whitiker.” Sometimes it’s “Prince
Charming.” Sometimes it’s “Dorian.” I mean
it just changes all the time. That’s one thing
about my record that I really feel really good
about the fact that I don’t feel like there’s
bulls#@% on it. Like the more I listen to it the
more I really honestly really like every song on
there, which when I listen to my old tape that
we put out I don’t feel that way. There’s songs
on there that I’m like, “Oh my god.” There’s
dope stuff about ‘em, but they just weren’t exe¬
cuted right, and I hear a lot of mistakes in that
first tape. And I’m sure, you know, after I
make my next one I’ll hear a lot of mistakes on
Shadows on the Sun, maybe, but right now I’m
feeling really good about it.
MH: What’s your favorite part of perform¬
ance?
BA: Any time I feel like I can make some¬
thing happen no matter what it is. There are
times when I just piss everybody off in the
crowd, like I’ve done that before, where I piss
everybody off. There’s times that I’ve had to
yell at people in the crowd. There’s times when
people told me that they’ve cried or like I see in
people’s faces that they are really feeling it.
Just anytime that I can bring something out of
people that’s not already happening. Anytime I
can have an effect on the situation.

FUNNY LADY IN THE SILO
by MEGAN RICHARDSON
ARTS EDITOR
The Silo took a break from its usual
Thursday Night Village Club Concerts last
week, and instead served up one extremely
funny lady. Comedienne Elvira Kurt, a Canada
native, had us screaming with laughter last
Thursday as she took the stage.
The night started with some Lewiston/Bates
jokes. Kurt commented on the abundance of
round buildings on campus, on the fact that her
stage was ridiculously high off the ground, and
on the lack of students found on campus on a
Thursday night. Her remarks about wearing
flip flops in the snow hit very close to home,
making them all the more funny.
Kurt went on to some general college humor.
She advised us not to work hard, and she com¬
plained about the false advertising involved
with highlighters: “The problem I have with
highlighters is that they are marketed as a study
aid. But you don’t use them when you’re study¬
ing. You use them in lieu of studying. ‘Oh, this
looks important... better color it in.’ And if you
buy a used textbook that’s already been high¬
lighted, you think ‘Great! My work’s been
done for me!”’
She then went on to talk about playgrounds,
and how the playgrounds of today just aren’t
what they used to be. This bit was hilarious,
because most of us remember how dangerous and awesome - playgrounds used to be, and
how safe -and boring - they are today. Her
jokes about needing a skin graft after braving
the huge, hot metal slide was great.

Ryan Toussaint/The Bates Student

Elvira Kurt in the Silo
Near the end of the show, Kurt tamed to
material about her mother and about her sexu¬
ality. At one point she stood on the stage and
pointed to her outfit, saying “this is the uniform
of the urban lesbian. That’s right, you heard
me, I said urban.” Her impressions of her moth¬
er were hysterical, especially when she
described her mother’s reaction to finding out
that her daughter was a lesbian.
While all of her jokes were funny, there were
a couple of instances that showed that Kurt just
See KURT, p.U

The Matrix: Revolutions
by JENNIFER LEE
STAFF WRITER
Released worldwide on November 5* in
sixty-five different countries and shown on a
total of 25,000 different movie screens, The
Matrix: Revolutions accumulated $204 million
on its opening week, beating the staggering
number made by The Lord of the Rings: The
Two Towers which was a lone $200 million. In
an effort to avoid piracy, Warner Bros. Pictures
and Village Roadshow Pictures opened the
show on the same time worldwide (which
explains the nonexistent offer of a midnight
viewing from Flagship). To give a taste of the
various times the movie opened around world,
Revolutions premiered at 6 AM on the west
coast, 9 AM on the east coast, 2 PM in London,
5 PM in Moscow and 11 PM in Tokyo.
Revolutions also debuted in 60 IMAX theatres
worldwide. Shown approximately 6 months
after the release of The Matrix: Reloaded,
Revolutions’ box office numbers exceed that of
its immediate predecessor (which earned over
$158.2 million on its first week alone, and
$737.9 million worldwide, labeling it as the
highest-grossing film of 2003 and the highestgrossing R-rated film in international and
domestic movie history).
The directors of the film, Larry and Andy
Wachowski (otherwise known as the

Wachowski Brothers) always planned to devel¬
op The Matrix into a trilogy; however, the
Brothers asked for unusual deals in their con¬
tracting deals such as excusing the reclusive
Brothers from making any publicity for the
film. Other than The Matrix trilogy and the
Animatrix, the Brothers directed one other film
in 1996 called Bound, but according to them,
this was only done to prove to the head boss at
Warner Bros, they possessed directing skills.
When asked to describe the mysterious
brothers, director of photography Bill Pope
described them as both being, “...very differ¬
ent.... Andy is outgoing, funny, deferential.
There’s a lot of give and take with Andy. Larry
is like a fierce jihad warrior. They are their own
9-year-old audience. They really are that kid.
They love each other and respect each other.
They are each others’ best friend. It’s a weird
thing to see brothers like that.” Producer Joel
Silver notes that although the Brothers are sim¬
ilar in many respects, they have their differing
interests. For instance, although both Brothers
“consume books like air,” Larry Wachowski
prefers philosophy while Andy Wachowski
leans towards science fiction. Although eccen¬
tric and reclusive, the Brothers showed up for
the Los Angeles premiere for Revolutions.
Slight changes were made in the casting for
Revolutions. Gloria Foster, who acted as the
See MATRIX, p.U

Export Ale and HSA Keep Winter at Bay
by MATT MURPHY
BEER CRITIC
Most liquors stores lack a panoply of beer
choices. I find myself frustrated to no end. I
am not sure what’s worse, this or Lewiston
Auburn’s abominable supply of Tanqueray Ten.
While I prefer the widest selection of choices, I
realize that choice is a privilege.
Unfortunately, not everyone will be able to find
that special barley wine style ale and smooth
ESB to mix into the fabled gutsy
“Peacemaker”. I’m lucky to drink fine brews
alone.
Sometimes when faced with a deficient
selection of beer, I choose Shipyard’s Export
Ale. You can’t always find what you want, but
obtaining Shipyard’s Export Ale is so easy.
Export ale’s stupefying attainability is quite
attractive and is the key reason why I find
myself drinking it often. It’s extremely light
and smooth for a pale ale and boy, does it quell
my stomach after a 7-11 cheeseburger hotdog.

So, if you’re in the mood for a good beer with
good value, I highly recommend a 22 of
Shipyard Export Ale.
As the temperature keeps dropping, I find
myself fantasizing about hibernation. No, I
don’t have seasonal depression. I just enjoy
thinking about essential winter products.
Geary’s Hampshire Special Ale (HSA) is an
essential winter product. When I first came to
Bates four years ago, HSA hit store shelves in
November after aging for six months. Since
HSA has 7% alcohol by volume, aging
smoothes out the high alcohol profile. Now
Geary’s brews HSA year round due to its over¬
whelming popularity. Anyway, I enjoyed this
sensational seasonal brew at the Blue Goose in
the very bowels of Lewiston.
Appearance: Hard to say in the dimly lit
Goose. Overall, color was a dark brown remi¬
niscent of iced tea. The beer seemed lightly
See BEER, p.ll
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Question on the Quad

Tuesday November 11, 2003

What are you doing to stay warm?

“We snuggle.”

“We’re from Alaska
and Minnesota, we feel
no cold.”

“Vigorous
masterbation.”

“Sitting by a hot fire,
watching Gone with the
Wind, drinking hot
chocolate and spooning.”

Ryan Fitzpatrick, ‘05
Jamie Chaffel, ‘05

Charles Rodda, ‘05
Sarah Chapman, ‘05

K-Fai Steele, ‘04

Jeremiah Vernon, ‘06
Peter Goldsborough, ‘06

Reporting and Photographs by Alix Liiv and Joanna Dove

Third Matrix Movie A
Satisfying Finale

Bates’ Production of Hamlet a Hit
HAMLET
Continued from p. 9
ardice. Throughout waves of feigned insanity
and moments of intense loss. Holt masterfully
expressed the full range of raw emotions cen¬
tral to the complex-play. The supporting cast
delivered commendable performances that
only added to the richness and depth of the d»v.
The newly remodeled Shaeffer Theater host¬
ed the evening’s performance and allowed for
an innovative set that featured two sets of spi¬
ral staircases, a rotating floor piece, a series of
moving “doors,” and countless hiding places
by set and costume designer, Ellen Seeling, an
assistant professor of theater at Bates. Wellknown lighting designer Michael Reidy had the

threatens to destroy the machines and
becomes a greater threat to them than Neo.
And of course, we can’t forget the actual
showdown between man and machine.
In Revolutions, Neo (Keanu Reeves, Bill
and Ted’s Excellent Adventure) continues to
figure out what his role is in the struggle
between man and machine. After a series of
visions, he decides the answer lies in ventur¬
ing out to the surface. He and Trinity (CarrieAnne Moss, Memento) pair up and head
towards the surface while Morpheus
(Laurence Fishbume. Othello), Link (Harold
Perrineau, The Best Man), Niobe (Jada
Pinkett Smith, Menace II Society) and the rest
of the crew try to return back to Zion as it
KURT
undergoes a full-scale war against the
Continued from p. 10
machines.
Overall, and much to my surprise, 1 found
this movie to be better than Reloaded. Who’s 1 didn’t know her audience. This first became
to say if it’s because I came into the theater j apparent when she asked if we had any
with low expectations anyways, but in this
good sports teams. The audience answered
movie, there is more story development along : her with laughter, but it was obvious she
with a fair share of visually stunning fight
had never really heard of Bates before. This
sequences and battles. Granted, The Matrix will
was made even more obvious after she
always remain the best movie out of the trilogy,
informed us that she’s gay. The audience
but I found that Revolutions wasn’t tedious like
laughed at her Urban Lesbian joke, but Kurt
Reloaded and more enjoyable to watch. It real¬
kept commenting on how we were probably
ly depends on what you would prefer more in a
shocked that she was gay. In reality, it did¬
film: plot development or visually stunning
n’t really seem to phase the audience at all,
cinematography. I thought Revolutions con¬
and so her emphasis on it seemed out of
tained both. Plus, the audience gets some
place. Bates has a pretty accepting atmos¬
answers, although some argue the Wachowski
phere, and it seemed strange that she read
Brothers did not give enough. I have heard
the audience as being anything other than
some people complaining that the answers
A-OK with her sexuality.
given only made the story complicated, but I
Kurt’s overall performance was a joy. It’s
did not find this to be so. If I can understand the
always good to get out and have a good
film, I’m sure the average college student
laugh. Her performance was a great way to
would understand the main gist of the story.
spend a Thursday evening, and I’m sure Elvira
Overall, this movie fulfills its entertainment
Kurt would be welcomed back to Bates and its
value, and I wouldn’t mind recommending this
round buildings anytime.
movie to anybody out there.

Laughin’ with Ms. Kurt

MATRIX
Continued from p. 10
Oracle in the first and second installments for
The Matrix, is replaced by Mary Alice. Foster
died from a heart attack due to her diabetes in
the middle of filming.
The Matrix: Revolutions continues man’s
war against the machines. Unlike the first and
second chapters of The Matrix, Revolutions
rarely takes place in the matrix itself; instead,
the setting is mostly situated in the dreary,
bleak world of the machines. Zion is shown in
greater depth, and towards the end of the film,
the audience can actually see what the surface
of the world looks like. Agent Smith continues
his role as a virus and multiplies in greater
numbers within the computer generated world.
In fact, Agent Smith is multiplying at a rate that

stage aptly lit to accentuate the silver-gray hues
of the set and many of the costumes, except for
a rather revealing red robe Hamlet donned dur¬
ing the first half of the evening’s performance.
Nearing almost three hours, the audience’s
reaction to the show was deservedly positive
with a standing ovation for the cast, especially
for Holt and his exceptional performance. The
show will run three more times, November
14^* and 15*^ at 7 p.m. and November lb1*1 at
2 p.m. Reservations are available by calling
the box office at 786-6161 or online at
wwvwbates.eduTboxofftce/ with admission $6
for the general public and $3 for Bates faculty,
staff, senior citizens, and non-Bates students.
Bates students are free.

Essential Winter Ale
BEER
Continued from p. 10
carbonated and little head remained on top my
pint.
Smell: A mix of hops and bread with a domi¬
nating alcohol scent.
Taste: Very smooth start, most likely due to its
chilled temperature. As it wanned, hints of tof¬
fee and biscuits. By mid pint, I tasted alcohol
-infused pears. My mouth was then filled with
a roasted robust flavor. The beer ended with
the aftertaste of a rum shot.
Drinkabilitv: This beer is quite complex and
interesting. Surely this noble ale suits a cold
winter day very well. During one sitting I
might want three or four of these pints, but a
snowstorm would easily double or triple that
number.
Food Pairing: I think roasted meats would be
most delightful with this thick beer. I also
might try this beer with a dish involving wal¬
nuts.
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Bates Men’s Rugby Club Presents:

College Pro and
Bates College
"Together Realizing Potential”
Are you interested in gaining BUSINESS skills to add to your RESUME? This is your
_opportunity!_
Skills you’ll develop over one Summer:
Business Management
Peer Leadership
Conflict Resolution
Financial Management
Personal Relation Skills
Marketing and Advertising
Confidence...

Be Your Own Boss...

On Monday November 17th in Pettengill room G52, Bates College, attend the College Pro
information Session and learn more about this business management program. A Palm Tungsten
E Handheld Organizer will be raffled off! Shrimp cocktails and other food and drink will be
served!
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MONDAY, NOVEMBER 17th, 2003, 7:00PM in
PETTENGILL G52
CONTACT: Sean Siff at 1-207-777-6514 or ssiff@bates.edu
Or Andrew Jarboe at 1-207-777-7640 or ajarboe@bates.edu

Visit: www.collegeproedge.com
A Brief History of the Successful Relationship
Between College Pro and Bates College Students
(The following is a list of Managers, their class year, and their gross sales)
Summer of 2003
Andrew Jarboe
Jonathan Kastoff
William Karz
Jon Kelley
Jonathan Mellen
Tyler Middleton
Sean Siff
Kurt Smith

Bates Class of 2005
Bates Class Of 2006
Bates Class of 2003
Bates Class of 2004
Bates Class of 2003
Bates Class of 2006
Bates Class of 2005
Bates Class of 2003

$100,884
$75,001
$75,588
$61,375
$75,001
$75,762
$152,188
$136,062

Summer of2002
David Bilodeau
Alex Blake
Geoff Eisenberg
Andrew Jarboe
William Karz
Jon Kelley
Jon Mellen
Sean Siff
Kurt Smith

Bates Class of 2003
Bates Class of 2004
Bates Class of 2003
Bates Class of 2005
Bates Class of 2003
Bates Class of 2004
Bates Class of 2003
Bates Class of 2005
Bates Class of 2003

$77,133
$55,363
$52,712
$83,911
$115,866
$61,375
$100,895
$113,839
$143,457

Summer of 2001
Geoff Eisenberg
Jon Kelley
Jon Mellen
Dan Pettit
Kurt Smith

Bates Class of 2003
Bates Class of 2004
Bates Class of 2003
Bates Class of 2004
Bates Class of 2003

$95,819
$103,302
$104,392
$50,726
$102,812

Summer of 2000
Geoff Eisenberg
Jeff McKown
Jon Mellen

Bates Class of 2003
Bates Class of 2000
Bates Class of 2003

$60,429
$ 130,035
$86,346

Kurt Smith

Bates Class of 2003

$61,190

Summer of 1999
LyleEstell
Mike Sim

Bates Class of 1999
Bates Class of 2002

$101,375
$68,213

Summer of 1998
Karl Anderson
Tim Backland
Lyle Estell
Peter Kawada
Jeff McKown
Nick Miller
John Miller
John Pennypacker
Dave Tzeutschler
Wardreath Wicks

Bates Class of 1998
Bates Class of 1998
Bates Class of 1999
Bates Class of 1998
Bates Class of 2000
Bates Class of 2000
Bates Class of 2000
Bates Class of 1998
Bates Class of 1998
Bates Class of 1999

$40,945
$78,097
$64,462
$64,048
$71,305
$45,049
$40,937
$ 106,547
$81,555
$67,948
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BOBCATS DROP FINALE
BIG PLAYS
Continued from p. 16
Bobcats put the drive in the capable hands of
their offensive line and their two rookie run¬
ners. Obeng slipped tacklers and busted free for
a 39-yard run to move the ball into Hamilton
territory. Gwozdz hit Miehe twice to convert on
third down plays and Jamie Walker eventually
powered his way in from 14 yards out, capping
an 11-play 90-yard drive. Bates pulled within
three with just over six minutes left in the game
and the score then 10-7.
On the ensuing kickoff Ian Chambers fielded
the short kick at the 40-yardline and dodged
tacklers to the tune of a 44-yard return placing
Hamilton at the Bates 31. Once again the
Continentals went up to and Holtslag and
Kevin Conole hooked up for a 31-yard touch¬
down pass. The point after attempt was unsuc¬
cessful and the score stood at 16-7 in favor of
Hamilton. On their next drive Bates decided
not to go exclusively to the air and time was at
a premium with 5:53 left. Despite a 15-yard
pass to Dylan MacNamara and a scramble by
Gwozdz the drive stalled at midfield with 2:13
left on the clock. Hamilton took over after a
failed attempt to convert on fourth and nine,
and the Continentals ran out the clock.
Hamilton claimed its second victory of the sea¬
son bringing their record to 2-6, winning thenthird game over the Bobcats in the last four sea¬
sons. Bates also finished 2-6, making the past
two seasons the first time since 1987 that the
Bobcats have won more than one game in
back-to-back seasons.
On paper Bates appeared to dominate the
game. The offensive line of Jeff Bolduc, Jared
Cash, Justin Levesque, Mike Lopez, and John
Pambianchi cleared the way for the offense to
accumulate 424 yards of offense to Hamilton’s
262, running 94 offensive plays in comparison
to 59, and holding the ball for almost twice as
along as their opponents (39:51 to 20:09). Of

course scoring more than the other guys is how
you win and Hamilton made a couple big plays
that decided the ball game.
Chris Gwozdz threw for 150 yards on 16 of
30 passing with no interceptions and no touch¬
downs. Jamie Walker carried the ball 35 times
for 151 yards and earned NESCAC Rookie of
the Week honors. Eric Obeng lugged the rock
19 times for 112 yards. Owen Miehe tied his
season-high with nine receptions on his way to
gaining 77 yards, Dylan MacNamara registered
two catches for 40 yards, Matt Orlando hauled
in two for 18, and fullback Ryan Fitzpatrick
caught three passes for 15 yards.
Defensively Kurt Chapman led the way mak¬
ing nine tackles from his defensive end position
including two tackles for a loss. Mike Horan,
Jon Moody, and Pat Foley also turned in strong
perfomances. Horan made six solo stops (three
for a loss), two sacks, and one pass break up,
Moody also registered six tackles, and Foley
finished with five and one sack. Luis Martinez
came up with the only interception of the game
and made four stops from his position in the
defensive backfield.
It was not the ending the Bobcats hoped for,
but this year’s squad will go down as the first
team ever to defeat Williams, the first group
since 1987 to win multiple games in back-toback seasons, and the seniors will go out hav¬
ing won seven games in four yeas placing them
amongst the top classes to graduate in the past
10 years.
Coach Harriman summed things up by say¬
ing, “This team showed a great deal of charac¬
ter throughout the season. The leadership the
seniors demonstrated was exemplary. This is
the most mentally tough group we have had.
We will miss this senior class a great deal. They
have been leaders off and on the field. That
being said, we have a great nucleus returning
on both sides of the ball especially in the skill
positions. This off-season will be important for
many guys to step into starting roles.”

BOBCAT OF THE WEEK - DAN JOHNSON
After battling injuries earlier this sea¬
son, the sophomore came in second at
the ECAC Division HI Men’s Cross
Country Championships. He finished
eight seconds behind the individual
winner.
His time of 26:43.15 for the 8-kilo¬
meter race was the third fastest time
for a Bates runner during the tenure
of head coach A1 Fereheshetian. Only
Justin Easter and Rob Gomez have
run faster times.

On Deck This Week
11/12
11/14
11/15
11/15
11/15
11/15
11/15
11/15
11/16

WOMEN’S ICE HOCKEY (SCRIMMAGE)
WOMEN’S ICE HOCKEY AT ST. ANSLEM’S
MEN’S ICE HOCKEY VS. COLBY
MEN’S X-COUNTRY AT NCAA’S (TWINBROOK)
WOMEN’S X-COUNTRY AT NCAA’S (TWINBROOK)
SWIMMING & DIVING AT CBB RELAY (AT COLBY)
MEN’S ICE HOCKEY AT DANIEL WEBSTER
WOMEN’S ICE HOCKEY VS. MT HOLYOKE
WOMEN’S ICE HOCKEY VS. UMASS-AMHERST

6:15 P.M.
7 P.M.
8 P.M.
11A.M.
11A.M.
NOON
7:40 P.M.
2 P.M.
2 P.M.

REGIONAL ACTION
Tues.
Tues.
Wed.
Fri.
Fri.
Fri.
Sat.
Sat
Sat.
Sun.
Sun.
Mon.

11/11
11/11
11/12
11/14
11/14
11/14
11/15
11/15
11/15
11/16
11/16
11/17

BOSTON BRUINS VS. EDMONTON OILERS
BOSTON CELTICS AT INDIANA PACERS
BOSTON CELTICS VS. CHICAGO BULLS
BOSTON BRUINS VS. COLUMBUS BLUE JACKETS
BOSTON CELTICS VS. CLEVELAND CAVALIERS
UMAINE HOCKEY VS. NORTHEASTERN
BOSTON BRUINS VS. VANCOUVER CANUCKS
UMAINE FOOTBALL VS. VILLANOVA
BC FOOTBALL AT RUTGERS
UMAINE HOCKEY VS. UMASS-LOWELL
NE PATRIOTS VS. DALLAS COWBOYS
BOSTON CELTICS AT N.Y. KNICKS

MILLER
Continued from p. 15
pered Tim’s career, he still gamers impressive
athletic achievements: a varsity cross-country
runner his rookie year, All-New England in the
4x800 his sophomore year, and a return to scor¬
ing presence on this fall’s cross-country squad.
Coach Goewey remarked, “the Beav doesn’t
beat people on the track because of some over¬
whelming talent; he beats them because of his
heart, because of the strength and conviction in
his ability to always find something more.”
Coach Fereshetian elaborated, “Tim has had
numerous injuries that have precluded his con¬
tinuous development as a runner, but over the
last couple of years, his spirit and attitude has
embodied what our team is all about. He
helped us win the Middlebury Invitational and
showed his potential by closing out over the
last 2 miles of the race faster than anyone in the
race. I think he will accomplish many goals
that he has pursued for years in the upcoming
track seasons. Primarily, I suspect that he will
break the two-minute barrier in the 800
meters.”
Although his “naked” reputation might pre¬
cede the genuine nature of his character, it is
never difficult to ascertain that there is so much
more behind the laughs. An accomplished
Economics major, Tim worked on his thesis in
London this summer through a Hoffman
Research Fellowship Grant, where he contin¬
ued research on the disintegration of interna¬
tional monetary system, “Bretton Woods.”
Michael Oliver, Tim’s advisor and professor of
Economics, expressed, ‘Tim is motivated, curi¬
ous, and diligent; he has very good interper¬
sonal skills. In the classroom I have found him
to be an effective and strong team player who
handles pressure and tight deadlines very well.
His sense of humor is superb.”
While in London Tim spent three weeks
writing The Proudest Monkey’s Utopia, the first
draft of a complex book on the ridiculousness
of human nature and family. The narrative was

7 P.M.
7 P.M.
7 P.M.
7 P.M.
7:30 P.M.
7 P.M.
7 P.M.
3 P.M.
3:30 P.M.
2:30 P.M.
8:30 P.M.
7:30 P.M.

inspired when his childhood house was sold,
and reflects a deep emotional reaction to his
own human weaknesses. After graduation, Tim
will pursue economic research or consulting,
but retains the long term goal of pursuing a
career in law or business. Although he origi¬
nally chose economics because it is a highly
employable major, he has come to appreciate
his studies as the beginning of furthering edu¬
cation. Whatever graduate program he decides
to follow, Tim is passionate about including
civil rights and consumer advocacy in his
choice.
For “the Beav,” graduation will be a bitter¬
sweet experience. He recognizes that sticking
with a team for four years and doing well aca¬
demically is a great accomplishment. Does he
take with him one particular moment from his
illuminating Bates career?
“My highlight will be when I graduate, I will
have known so many guys well; I have at least
continued the tradition of influencing the
future. I put my stamp on what it means to run
for Bates. Hopefully, future brotherhoods will
be telling stories about me, just the way I tell
stories about the older guys.
Brent Mann is confident younger guys will
be talking about “the Beav” for many years to
come, ‘Tim will definitely leave a lasting
impression on the Bates community. He is a
great person, student, and athlete, and I can
honestly say I am lucky to have him as a
friend.”
Staring at the computer for an hour, hoping
the perfect conclusion would come to me, I
realized it is impossible to finish an article on
someone as outwardly fascinating yet intimate¬
ly withdrawn as Tim Miller. His genuine spir¬
it and internal complexities are only beginning
to unravel during our conversation.
As friend Liz Wanless precisely described,
“It is hard to capture Tim in a couple of sen¬
tences because he is not the type of person you
find sitting around. He is animated and outgo¬
ing, and you get the idea he is having a good
time all the time.”

NESCAC POST SEASON
UPDATE
Field Hockey
Semifinals - Sat, Nov 8
Middlebury 3, Amherst 0
Williams 5, Bowdoin 4
Championship - Sun, Nov 9
Middlebury 1, Williams 0
Men's Soccer
Semifinals - Sat, Nov 8
Williams 3, Wesleyan 1
Bowdoin 2, Middlebury 1 (OT)
Championship - Sun, Nov 9
Williams 1, Bowdoin 0

BATES ACTION
Wed.
Fri.
Sat.
Sat.
Sat.
Sat.
Sat.
Sat.
Sun.

MORE THAN A RUNNER

Women's Soccer
Semifinals - Sat, Nov 8
Bates 1, Bowdoin 0
Amherst 1, Williams 1 20T
Amherst advances on PK 3-1
Championship - Sun, Nov 9
Amherst 6, Bates 0

NESCAC Volleyball
(all games at Williams)
Quarterfinals - Fri., Nov 7
#1 Williams 3, #8 Bowdoin 0
#2 Bates 3, #1 Middlebury 0
#3 Colby 3, #6 Wesleyan 2
#4 Amherst 3, #5 Tufts 2
Semifinals - Sat., Nov 8
Williams 3, Amherst 0
Bates 3, Colby 1
Championship - Sat., Nov 8
Williams 3, Bates 0
Middlebury Women, Tufts Men win
NESCAC Cross Country Titles
# 3 Williams 0, # 6 Middlebury 0
# 4 Bates 2, # 5 Trinity 0
Trinity wins NESCAC Football
Championship with 8-0 record.
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A LOOK AT OUR COACH: HARK HARRIMAN
FOOTBALL COACH
Continued from p. 15

players’ parents’ names. He knows what class¬
es we are taking and the ones we are skipping.
He knows our strengths and our weaknesses.
He told me that the way I ran suggested I
belonged in a wheelchair. Comforting, huh? It
was the nicest thing anyone ever told me.
I am not exactly sure what makes Coach
Harriman stand out at our academic institution.
He told me to always look at the “Man in the
Mirror” as a sign of dedication and success,
but, then again, so did Michael Jackson. He
cries, before and after games. He has thrown
headsets, hats, water bottles, and even water
jugs, depending on the type of good mood he is
in. He still has two years to throw comerback
Jason Moody (160 lbs.), so I wouldn’t rule out
that either.
Things have changed throughout my four
years with Harriman. The mustache spread its
wings and found its way below the lower lip for
what they call a goatee. I no longer feel I
belong in a wheelchair, though I admit a walk¬
ing stick might help. I think I have grown up.
For the money I spend to go here, I would hope

Courtesy Photo

Harriman celebrates with his play¬
ers after a victory over Bowdoin.
But in leaving Bates football, I will not only
leave with the memories of players, games,
practices, films, and lifts, but memories of
Harriman.
If Bates has influenced me,
Harriman has changed me. He told me to get it

HOCKET TEAMS REACH OUT
by JUSTIN GUILES

STAFF WRITER
The Bates hockey teams held their annual
clinic for young players this past week, inviting
kids ranging from five to twelve years old to
come skate with the Bobcats while learning
fundamental hockey skills. The week-long
clinic, which serves as the club hockey team’s
main fundraiser, is also an effort to extend the
relationship between Bates College and the
Lewiston/Auburn community.
Organized by the players themselves, the
clinic focused on individual skating, passing
and shooting skills as well as working on team

play and game-type situations. Tom LeBlonde,
who serves as the head coach for the Men’s
team, led the six ninety-minute sessions andfeels strongly that this year’s clinic was a posi¬
tive experience for the kids.
“If we help even one young skater and
encourage his/her development as hockey play¬
ers and people, then I would consider that a
success. By the end of the week, some of those
kids had made such drastic improvements that
you wouldn’t believe they had just started skat¬
ing,” said LeBlonde. Members of both the
Bates Men’s and Women’s teams were present
at each session, helping to demonstrate the
drills and coach the children. Both teams begin
their seasons at Underhill Arena this weekend.
!
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Ryan Toussaint/The Bates Student

Bates Hockey players and coaches held a clinic for area kids at Underhill.

Women Fall to Jeffs
GREAT RUN
Continued from p. 14

nities to score the game’s first goal. An early
shot by Macdonald slipped just wide of the net,
and moments later a Coffin shot hit the cross¬
bar off a corner kick, keeping the game score¬
less.
On the other end of the field, luck was on
Amherst’s side. On a goal from Kaitlin Hill,
two from Ashley Harmeling, and final tally
from Lee-Jay Henry, the Lord Jeffs opened a 40 lead as the half closed.
Bates came firing back in the second stanza,
but a pair of chances were turned away by
Amherst goalie Jeanette Crowell. First, 15
minutes into the half, a Catherine Crosby direct
kick was deflected just high of the net, and the
ensuing corner kick was intercepted by
Crowell. Later, first-year leading goal-scorer
Kim Alexander set up Abbott in front of the net,
but her shot sailed high. Amherst added two
goals as the game winded down for a 6-0 final.
“We spent more time on their half of the
field,” said Clark. “But they did an amazing
job when they did get the ball near us. I think
if we had been able to capitalize early like they

did, it would’ve been a different score, and
would have completely changed the way the
game went.”
Clark added there were plenty of impressive
efforts for the Bobcats in spite of the loss.
“Coach subbed in our players, and it showed
the depth of our bench. There was no difference
later in the game,, and the heart that everybody
showed being down so many goals is some¬
thing to be scared of for next year. We have the
heart and skill for next year, and I think that’s
an important character of our team.”
Looking back, Antinarelli could not have
been happier with the way the season went, in
spite of Sunday’s loss.
“Saturday’s game was an outstanding game,
it was fun to be a part of, the whole week¬
end and in particular the enthusiasm on
Saturday was amazing. Sunday was disap¬
pointing, solely because the score doesn’t
reflect what really happened, but no matter
what, second in NESCAC is really impressive.
No one in the league knew what our team
could do with all our freshmen, but we rose to
the occasion and had quite a successful year.
Bates is definitely more of a threat to the soc¬
cer world.”

done, do my job, and get after it. I got it done
most of the time, usually did my job, and while
I still haven’t found what ‘it,’ is, I certainly will
tell Harriman when I do.
A month from now when my waist size will
be triple my age, his voice will be telling me to
focus on the little things, one meal at a time. A
year from now when I tell him how much I
miss Bates football, he’ll tell me to shut up. I
will. Ten years from now when I still haven’t
accomplished anything in my life, his voice
will be there, pushing, screaming, and remind¬
ing me that if I could do 2,000 repetitions of
hang cleans for Bates football, I could do just
about anything. And 40 years from now, when
I finally do end up in a wheelchair, I’ll call him
to tell him about it. He’ll congratulate me.
Hopefully he will still be coaching.
I won seven games in four years at Bates. I
didn’t play for almost three full seasons. I ran
like a cripple and squatted like a giraffe. I
blocked like I was stepping on banana peels
and cut linebackers like broken scissors. Yet
because of Coach Harriman, I was a Bates foot¬
ball player. That in itself means nothing. But
because he coached me, it means everything.
Thank you, Coach, the pleasure has been all
mine.

LADIES TAKE
THE ICE THIS
WEEKEND
by LYNN WORTHY

SPORTS EDITOR
The women’s ice hockey team is geared up
for another winter of action. This season they’ll
host games against teams from Boston
University, Umass-Amherst, Bishop’s (a
Canadian squad) and the club team from MIT.
This year’s team is even bigger arid deeper
than last year’s squad and has their eyes set on
earning another invitation to nationals.
Captains
Brooke
Beebe,
Lauren
Bonenberger, and Susie French will provide
leadership and be the cornerstones for this
year’s team along with senior forward Tory
Peterson. Defense will be the key for this
year’s version of the Bobcats with goalie
Heather Bracken holding things down between
the pipes and a strong experienced group of
defensive players returning. Beebe and French j
are both returning to provide a defensive pres¬
ence.
Other returners include Ashley Hayes, Kat
Whelan, Kelly Sinott, Brynn Lovejoy, Kate
Hluchyj. Anna Skeele, Emily Fisken and
Rebecca Kurish.
The first game is Wednesday, in the friendly
confines of Underhill Arena at 6:15. Looking
ahead, this weekend they play games against at
St. Anslems (in N.H.), at home against Mt
Holyoke on Saturday, and a big league match¬
up with UMass-Amherst this Sunday.

SAILING
TOP 20
Continued from p. 16

Charles River in Boston, Mass. With tempera¬
tures below freezing, and solid winds, the team
hit the water with the other 22 boats to race
their eight races. The blaze orange hats
weren’t the only thing the competitors were
noticing. The duo of Foukal and Mulligan
ended up finishing third in the A fleet, and the
freshman duo of Conover and Hirsch finishing
second in the B fleet, bring Bates to a third
place overall finish. “It was definitely cold out
there,” commented John Mulligan. “I’m just
happy the brightness from my hat kept me
warm.” Conover and Hirsch noted, “We think
we all learned a lot from our captains this year.
If we had not sailed with Dan and Ben, we
think we would not be at this race now.”
Conover added, “I am a much better sailor
because of it and I was glad to show these new
skills off at MIT.”
The team finished the season in the top 20 in
New England for the second season in a row.
Co-Captain Dan Vannoni said, “We just keep
improving every season. We raced a little less
this year, yet were able to earn even more
points. I think that is a result of coach Haile
and the strong group of new sailors we have.”
Co-Captain Leoni also added, “It was a true
team effort, and I think the ‘blond quad that
traveled in my little tan saab’ (referring to
some of the team sailors) really made a big
impact.” Team coach Rob Haile summed up
the season best with, “I pushed these guys hard
all season, and never settled for second best. In
my mind, they weren’t good enough until they
could beat me. Well our captains did just that,
so I think they deserve a huge amount of cred¬
it.” The team looks forward to continuing their
success into the spring, and encourages every¬
one to check out their t-shirts coming out soon.

wtmm
David Grossman/Gurnet Road Photography

Bates Sailing brough its season to
and end this past weekend in
Boston.

MEN’S HOCKEY FACES-OFF
by JONATHAN LOVE

CONTRIBUTING WRITER
The weather outside is getting frigid, but
along with the cold comes the warm thought
that hockey season is about to begin. The pre¬
vious season was riddled with injuries, howev¬
er with core players returning from abroad as
well as key additions to forward and defensive
positions, the revamped Bates Men’s Hockey
program appears to be poised to make a name
for themselves this winter. So much so that a
rematch between NECHA heavyweight MIT
and Bates College appears to be a very likely
scenario come spring.
At forward, the Bobcats are excited to return
one of the most dangerous scoring tandems in
the league with senior Aron Bell and junior
Charlie Engasser composing Bates first line,
with likely sophomore Mark “Ozzy” Osbourne.
Also returning up front and filling a huge
vacancy from last season are senior captain

Jordan Chase, who was abroad all last year, and
senior forward Justin Guiles, whose past two
seasons have included season-ending knee sur¬
gery and a semester abroad in Europe, Other
key returnees include sophomores Matt Gerety
and Chris Palsho, who will be paired up with
junior Eben Sypitkowski to form a dominant
scoring punch.
At defense, Bates returns sophomore stal¬
wart Donovan Driscoll, and looks for big con¬
tributions from rookie blue liner Austin
Haynes. In net senior Josh Schneider, junior
Brian Rimm, and freshman Evan Langweiler
have shown potential promise as they attempt
to emerge as one of the top goaltending trios in
the league.
The Bobcats open their season with the first
of nine weekend night games at Underhill
Arena as they square off against the Mules of
Colby, Friday at 8:00pm. Saturday offers the
Men’s team another opportunity to hone their
skills as they visit Daniel Webster College.
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The Lasting Impression
of a Football Coach
by MIKE LOPEZ
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

Tim “The Beav” Miller

Courtesy Photo

Tim Miller (front) has a unique personality, and a runner’s mentality in the classroom.

Author. Streaker. Economist.
by AMY WEBB
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR
A recent study found a direct correlation
between self-confidence and an individ¬
ual’s own satisfaction with their name.
Enter Tim “the Beaver” Beech Miller,
brother of Shad (as in the fish) and best
friend of guy called Boone (think Daniel).
With a tree for a middle name and a nick¬
name emerging from a striking similarity to
a 1950’s TV character, you’re bound to
have a unique sense of humor - and an
acquired sense of confidence - that admit¬
tedly developed from much more than sat¬
isfaction with a few peculiar names.
When Head Coach A1 Fereshetian
received
an
email
from
“lassie.viren@aol.com”, he knew Tim
Miller would be a great addition to the
team. After all, any kid who graduated high
school in 2000 and knew who Viren was (a
1972 and 1976 Olympic distance champi¬
on) had to have running in his veins. After
the first week on campus, however, Coach
and the team weren’t so sure.
“He was driving the upperclassmen crazy
with his constant energy and brimming
enthusiasm. He quickly inherited the nick¬
name ‘Beav’ in reference to his ability to

annoy everyone and his stunning personali¬
ty similarities to the infamous Beaver
Cleaver.”
Needless to say, “the Beav” stuck (as do
most all of the cross-country nicknames), as
Tim’s humor and willingness to work
quickly gained the admiration of his team¬
mates and coaches.
Brent “Boone” Mann has been by “the
Beav’s” side through hot August distance
runs and cold November intervals. “He has
been known to motivate the whole team by
shouting at the top of his lungs ‘YOU
CAN’T HURT STEEL FELLAS’ or
“WHO... WANTS... SOME?” Beav, the
self-proclaimed hetero-life-mate of Boone,
has a unique ability to make all the guys on
the cross-country team feel like they are a
part of something special.
“As a group, we get together to make a
great atmosphere. You look forward to
practicing, you look forward to shower¬
ing...” Showering? I pause. He laughs.
“Yeah, put that in.”
This brotherhood of long-distance run¬
ners is filled with a wealth of traditions.
From the seemingly outrageous beer mile
and moose run, to the unintentionally
endearing team nicknames, this group, and
“the Beav” in particular, embrace the insan¬

ity of the sport by rejecting inhibitions.
“The Beav” agreed. “The brotherhood is
so embracing that you cannot help but want
to loosen up and go nuts and not care.
You’re so uptight all the time about so
many things, it’s nice to be completely free
and not self-conscious.” He points to his
partner-in-crime Justin “Pags” Pagnotta,
and assistant coach Todd Goewey as partic¬
ularly important facets of his personal and
athletic career at Bates. “Pags is truly influ¬
ential; he is just a terrific teammate and
friend. And Todd, what can I say, Todd is
simply the man.”
In case you haven’t noticed, there’s a lot
more to “the Beav” than his recognition as
“that guy who’s always naked,” which, for
the record, he thinks is great - “yeah, that’s
just hilarious.” His exemplary dedication to
the cross-country team and passion for run¬
ning are enviable.
“I really love the hurt of running - the
competitiveness that comes along with
making others hurt -1 derive a great deal of
satisfaction from it. I’m in the strongest,
best shape I’ve been in. I’m looking for¬
ward to the upcoming track seasons.”
Although nagging injuries have hamfee MILLER p.13

MEN RUN THROUGH ECAC, READY FOR NCAA
by AMY WEBB
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR
Sophomore Dan Johnson earned all-ECAC
honors on Saturday at the East Coast Athletic
Conference (ECAC) championships held in
Grafton, Mass. The meet marked the culmina¬
tion of the season for many athletes on the
men’s team, as only seven competitors from
each school are permitted to compete in next
weekend’s regional championships.
Bates finished in fourth place behind nationally-ranked Tufts, Keene State, and Williams.
Johnson covered the eight-kilometer course in
26:43:15, less then eight seconds behind indi¬
vidual winner Matthew Haley of Keene State.
His second-place performance marked the third
fastest time by a Bates runner on the course
during A1 Fereshetian’s residence as head
coach. His performance closely replicates that
of a former teammate: two-time cross country
All-American Justin Easter, ’03. Easter battled
injuries similar to Johnson early in his sopho¬
more career before turning in a stellar perform¬
ance at ECACs and beginning his remarkable

path toward an eventual third-place finish at
NCAA Division III cross country nationals as a
senior.
Head Coach A1 Fereshetian was more than
satisfied with Dan’s performance. “Dan
Johnson’s performance was excellent. It is
exactly what he . needed going into Regionals
this week. Having missed most of the early
season with various injuries, Dan needed this
opportunity to gain race experience and
improve his readiness for regionals. He did
both by stepping up with a huge performance.”
The remaining Bobcat performances were
nothing to overlook either. Junior Ari de Wilde
finished second for Bates, completed the course
in 28:13.96 for a 32n<* place. First year Chris
McGuire and senior Trent Lierman crossed the
line within twelve seconds of de Wilde, earning
33rc* and 41st places respectively. Sophor
Dave Desjardins completed the team scoring
with a 63fd place finish.
For Fereshetian it was a tremendous race
filled with valiant individual performances.
‘Trent Lierman finished his career with his best

time of that course and an outstanding 40th
place finish. First year Chris McGuire contin¬
ued to show his potential for the future. His
performance was the 17th fastest Bates time
ever beating a number of very accomplished
past Bates runners. Ari continued in progress
from an international class cycling season over
the summer that limited his running training. A
few more weeks for Ari and he will be capable
of running in our top seven.”
Although most teams rested their top run¬
ners, the meet is an excellent demonstration of
team depth. Their performance this weekend
reveals the competitive level of depth that
Bates possesses heading into regional qualifiers
on Saturday, and the confidence this strength
gives them.
Fereshetian completely agrees. “We know
the course intimately, we know we are ready,
and we know we can run with anyone out there.
With four bids to nationals awaiting the results
of this coming meet, we really plan to use our
strengths as we anticipate finishing higher than
our seventh place regional ranking....much
higher.”

If Bates football coach Mark Harriman looks
intimidating, that’s because he is.
I met Harriman four years ago, and, back
then, his physical features were not what I
would call homely. Hair hadn’t been able to
put up much of a battle against the top of his
head, but it conveniently found its way
between his nose and upper lip in the form of a
mustache. Yet his mustache was much more
than the 14-year-old fresh-off puberty type. I’d
equate it more to a Country Westem-herowith-gun-in-holster mustache, where you
know the second you mess with the guy your
head will be on the ground lying next to your
feet.
That in mind, I am still not sure how
Harriman convinced me to come to Bates, but,
when I did, I certainly was not about to mess
with him. Not in four years of football with
him, and I never will. Not in the A gap, B gap,
or the C Gap. Not in Lewiston, Auburn, or Ft.
Kent, and it has nothing to do with his facial
hair.
Coach Harriman has a pair of qualities peo¬
ple are lucky to have only one of; dignity and
care. He works for his players, and does it with
pride and love. Moreover, it carries over to
those he teaches. He devotes more to the
Bobcat football program than you could imag¬
ine, and, more importantly, he loves the Bobcat
football program more than anyone does.
You would be hard-pressed to find a better
man in the coaching business, let alone at
Bates. Most head football coaches are lucky to
know his starters’ names; Harriman knows his
See FOOTBALL COACH, p.14

HEAD-TO-HEAD
by EVAN MASON & LYNN WORTHY
STAFF HANDICAPPERS
Evan “The Loan Shark” Mason is still trail¬
ing by a game, but our Sports Editor has
dropped below the .500 mark for the first time
all season. Worthy’s record stands at 12-13.
Mason enters this week 11-14. Hope no one is
betting money based on these guys.
Arizona at Cleveland
Evan’s Pick: Cleveland
Cleveland is part of the Ohio coastline, got to
love that.
Lynn’s Pick: Arizona
Marcel Shipp a UMass product will lead the
Cards to victory over the pitiful Browns.
Baltimore at Miami
Evan’s Pick: Baltimore
The Ravens were robbed of a win at St. Louis,
and Miami is terrible.
Lynn’s Pick: Baltimore
Jamaal Lewis is tearing it up this year and
Miami is all about underachieving.
Houston at Buffallo
Evan’s Pick: Houston
Houston fights hard like they are from Texas
and Buffalo is not from Texas.
Lynn’s Pick: Buffalo
Losing to Parcells should light a fire under
Bledsoe’s butt.
Green Bav at Tampa Bav
Evan’s Pick: Green Bay
The Packers are cool.
Lynn’s Pick: Tampa Bay
Not playing on the frozen tundra pushes the
Bucs over the top.
Dallas at New England
Evan’s Pick: New England
Who doesn't like the Patriots and their record?.
Lynn’s Pick: New England
Picking the Pats this time, because...well I’m
told that I always pick against them.
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SOCCER ENDS A GREAT RUN
Women Avenge Bowdoin Loss, Fall to Amherst in NESCAC Title Game
by MIKE LOPEZ
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

Ryan Toussaint/The Bates Student

Olivia Zurek gets ready to serve.

VOLLEYBALL
FALLS IN
NESCAC
CHAMPIONSHIP
by AMANDA BECK
SENIOR STAFF WRITER
The Bates Volleyball team concluded its run
at the NESCAC Championship on Saturday
afternoon with a loss to top seed and host
Williams. Bates, the second seed in the con¬
ference, finished the season with a 26-9 record.
With the win, Williams, ranked 24^* national¬
ly, earned an automatic place in the NCAA
tournament. However, the Bobcats did post
two impressive wins earlier in the NESCAC
tournament over Middlebury and Colby to pro¬
pel them to the finals.
In the first round on Friday night, the
Bobcats defeated Middlebury in three games,
30-23, 30-26 and 30-21. Senior co-captain and
outside hitter Liz Wanless led the team with 19
kills, 13 digs and two service aces, while fel¬
low outside hitter, junior Olivia Zurek had 11
kills and 17 digs. Junior setter and co-captain
Kristen Johnson supplied 23 assists, four kills
and nine digs, while sophomore Jasmine
McDavid tallied seven kills, two digs, two solo
blocks and a block assist. Junior middle hitter
Elizabeth Blakeley added four digs, three solo
blocks and two block assists, while classmate,
middle hitter Tiffany Tropino had two service
aces and four digs. Sophomore defensive spe¬
cialist Liz Santy registered three digs and three
service aces, while fellow defensive specialist,
first-year Erin Johnson had four digs. Rookie
setter Katie Graeff also chipped in with eight
assists and two digs.
The semifinals pitted the Bobcats against
Colby for the fifth time this season, and for the
fourth time, Bates emerged victorious in four
games, 24-30, 30-28, 30-24, 30-27. Wanless
led the team with a season high 33 kills and a
.484 hitting percentage, while Zurek had 17
kills, 28 digs and three block assists. Kristen
Johnson had a season high 57 assists to go
along with four kills, 12 digs and three block
assists. McDavid resitered nine kills and three
block assists, while Santy and Erin Johnson
combined for 27 digs to power the defense.
Blakeley also added a solo block and four
block assists for the Bobcats.
In the title match, the Bobcats fell to
Williams in three tight games, 28-30, 22-30
and 28-30. Wanless and Zurek combined for
25 kills and 29 digs to lead the team, while
Johnson supplied 26 assists, two kills and six
digs. Santy and Johnson combined to aid the
defense with 23 digs, while Blakeley had five
digs, one solo block and two block assists and
McDavid chipped in with seven kills and six
digs.

While the Bates women’s soccer team had
one of their most disappointing losses of the
season this past weekend,
they also had one of their
Bates
0 biggest wins. In a bitter¬
Amherst 6 sweet ending for the
team, Bates upset topseeded Bowdoin, 1-0, on Saturday, before
falling to Amherst, 6-0, on Sunday. The latter
was a much closer game than the score would
indicate.
“The score didn’t reflect the way the game
was played and the effort we put forth,” said
Bobcats sweeper Ceci Clark, reflecting on the
game against the Lord Jeffs. “The difference
was they were able to capitalize on all of their
opportunities, and we weren’t.”
Clark and the Bobcats had an easier go of it

the day before, pulling out a thrilling 1-0
against one of the best teams in Division III.
Bowdoin struggled all day with the Bobcats
defense, and it was one of the Bobcat defenders
that scored the game’s only goal. Meg Coffin
scored from the top of the penalty area, taking
a pass from first-year classmate Becky
Macdonald to find the top of the net for the
advantage.
From there, Bowdoin had to deal with Lynne
Antinarelli and Clark, and it was a battle that
favored the Bobcats. Clark dominated the
Polar Bear attack, clearing most of their oppor¬
tunities towards midfield. When she wasn’t
there, Antinarelli was, as the senior tied a Bates
record with her ninth shutout of the season.
The hosts’ biggest chance of the season came
in the second half, as a kick floated towards the
penalty area. Antinarelli intercepted the ball,
but the ref ruled the goalie outside the legal
area. The result was a Bowdoin direct kick at

the spot of the infraction, but the kick sailed
high and Antinarelli preserved her shutout. The
captain went on to finish with seven saves.
“We have an incredibly strong defense,” said
Clark. “Becky, Sara (Abbott), and Meg are all
tremendous, and you are not going to get past
that much. With the girls we have playing
defense and Lynne in goal, that is pretty much
impenetrable. And none of the girls ate gradu¬
ating besides Lynne, so that certainly is good
for the future. Bowdoin just wasn’t ready for
it.”
Unfortunately, the following day, Amherst
was more than ready. Fresh off a win by penal¬
ty kicks over Williams, the Lord Jeffs capital¬
ized on any mistake the Bobcats would make,
en route to a 4-0 lead after the first half.
The Bobcats, as the number four seed and
technically the visitors, had plenty of opportu¬
ne GREAT RUN, p.14

BIG PLAYS LEAD HAMILTON TO VICTORY
Long Passes Help Continentals as Bates Football Drops Season Finale, Finishes 2-6 for the season
by LYNN WORTHY
SPORTS EDITOR
Two running backs gaining 100 yards and
over 400 yards of total offense as a team were
not enough to get the
Bobcats
a
victory
Bates
7 Saturday against the
Hamilton 16 Hamilton Continentals.
Big plays on offense by
quarterback Brandon Holtslag gave Hamilton
the edge they needed to pull out a 16-7 win on
senior day in Clinton, N.Y.
Head Coach Mark Harriman said after the
game, “The big difference was our iability to
score points. We ran 94 offensive plays and
scored only seven points. Conversely, they
made a couple of big plays in the fourth quarter
to score. We were able to move the ball well but
stalled in the red zone. Also our inability to
change field position, especially in the special
teams, helped keep Hamilton in the game.”
Neither team was able to sustain a drive early
on as the defensive units took center stage
throughout the first quarter of play. The
Continental offense appeared poised to break
out when Holtslag connected with Kevin
Conole on a long pass play down field, but

Bobcat defensive back Matt Mann was aware
enough to knock the ball away from Conole
and recover it. The 50-yard play was negated
and Bates took over at their own 22-yardline.
The Bobcat offense drove down to the
Hamilton 19 but failed to convert on either
third or fourth down, turning the ball back over
to the Continentals.
With neither defense giving up much
throughout the first half of play each side was
forced to battle for field position. At the end of
the second quarter Hamilton got their first
break in this struggle when they took over at
the Bates 48-yardline after a Bobcat punt. With
2:10 remaining in the half the Continentals
maneuvered into field goal range on the
strength of a 15-yard scamper by Holtslag.
Peter Simon’s 37-yard attempt was good and
Hamilton took 3-0 lead into halftime.
On the first drive of the second half the
Continentals seemed ready to add to their lead
after a 39-yard pass play from Holtslag to Craig
Cammarata got them across midfield. The got
down to the Bates 13 when comer back Luis
Martinez snagged Holtslag’s throw out of the
air to put a stop to the drive and hand posses¬
sion back over to the Bobcats. The Bates
offense took the field with the ball spotted at

LOVELY PERFORMANCE AT ECACS
by AMY WEBB
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR
Rookie standout Ann Lovely turned in a per¬
sonal best on Saturday to guide the women’s
cross-country squad to a seventh place finish in
a competitive 31-team field at the EC AC
championships. The race featured an inspiring
group of performances from a pack of Bobcat
underclassmen. Front-runner Lovely knocked
more than two minutes off her previous colle¬
giate-best six-kilometer time. Her 23:50.7 per¬
formance was less then sixty seconds behind
meet winner Heather Rishel of Lebanon Valley,
earning her 11* place and All-ECAC honors.
Although Bates rested its top seven athletes
for next weekend’s qualifier, the performances
for the day remained superb. First-year Isabel
Yalouris finished in 39th place, covering the
course in a personal best 6k time of 24:48.
Megan Helliesen and Teah Muller crossed the
line less then a minute back from Yalouris, tak¬
ing 61st and 64* places. Elizabeth Scannell
rounded out the Bates scoring with a 26:34
effort, while Marcia Reinauer dropped three
minutes off her previous best, finishing the race

in 188* place.
Head Coach Carolyn Court was very pleased
with the efforts of her athletes today, especially
given the increased course length. “The race
was a 6k which added another 1000m or about
four and a half minutes onto the typical 5k
competition. Every Bates athlete established a
personal record for a 6k course and certainly
had their best races of the season.”
The weekend marked the last competition
for the athletes who competed in ECACs, and
they concluded their season in typical Bates
cross-country fashion - all out. Coach reflect¬
ed, “Resting some of the lead runners, it was a
day of the first years and sophomores to shoul¬
der the scoring efforts and they did it in grand
style! The team finished in seventh place, the
highest Bates has reached in the last five
years.”
On Saturday all toes will be on the line at the
regional qualifier meet at Twin Brooks, as the
top seven women look to advance to the NCAA
Championships in Hanover, ID. Bates will
advantage from running at Twin Brooks
(Cumberland, Maine) because it is their home
course. Selection to NCAA’s is based solely on
performance at the regional meet.

their own 7-yardline. The Bobcats had room to
operate after senior quarterback Chris Gwozdz
broke free on a 24-yard sprint before Hamilton
defenders could track him down. Rookie run¬
ning backs Eric Obeng and Jamie Walker car¬
ried the load on the ground and Owen Miehe
did what he made a habit of doing all season,
coming up with a big third down catch to keep
the drive alive. The Bobcats powered their way
down to the Hamilton 4-yardline, but a false
start bumped them back five yards and Walker
was brought down at the 5 on third down and
goal. Nat Carr’s field goal attempt was blocked
and the Continentals clung to the 3-0 lead.
After the defense forced a three and out from
the Continentals, Bates was unable to pick up a
first down either. At the start of the fourth quar¬
ter, on fourth down and two, punter Nat Carr
was dropped for an 11-yard loss giving
Hamilton the ball at the Bates 46. On the next
play Hamilton went over the top and Holtslag’s
pass found Tidgwell for a 46-yard touchdown
to make the score 10-0 in favor of the
Continentals.
With 10:25 left in the game the Bobcats start¬
ed a drive from their own 10-yardline. The
See BIG PLAYS, p.13

SAILING TOP
20 IN AREA
by MATT FLORES
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
The sailing team hit the freezing water one
last time this season with a trip to the Crew
Regatta at MIT on Sunday. Under the leader¬
ship and masterful racing of Co-Captains Dan
Vannoni and Ben Leoni, the team had already
been coming off top finishes at the Hewitt
Trophy,
the
New
England
Sloop
Championships, and the Wellahan Trophy, and
ventured out for the last time to solidify their
place in New England College Sailing for
2003.
The team of rookies took on the final race,
consisting of Skipper Lily Conover, Crew
Billie Hirsch, and Co-Skippers Andrew Foukal
and John Mulligan, rising early on Sunday
morning and making their way to the infamous
See TOP 20, p.14

